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University ad draws
elections board response
Denise Glaros
News Editor

Election Day '97
Sophomore Matt Donner casts his vote Tuesday at Yeshivath
1
Adath B'nai lsra Temple in Universi y i
University transported Donner and other students to the temple
throughout the day to vote.

ltwasanattempt toencouragestudentstovote. ltwasalso
a potential felony offense.
john Carroll Universitywas
made aware of this by the direcrorof the Cuyahoga County
Board of Elections, William R.
Wilkins. l-leinformedjCUthat
its advertisement, which
toured cash pri zes to students
who would ride in university
vans to pollmg areas, violated
state election laws.
Such offering of money
could qualify as bribery, a
felony, under the Ohio Revised
Code, Wilkins said.
"Of course I didn't know it
was illegal," said Rev. Richard
P. Salmi, SJ., vice president of
student affairs. "lr was just a
way to get students to the polls
and draw attention to the fact
thatvans were takin peo le. l
~~~~nm~·~~~~~

attention in civics class."
The ad , which offered sru-

Rothschild maintains mayoral seat
Denise Glaros
News Editor

The residents of University Heights have c hosen Mayor Beryl E.
Rothschild for a not her four
years, making this her
sixth consec utive term as
mayor.
According to the
Cuyahoga County Board of
Elections,Rot hsc hild retained 2, 834 votes of the
4,204 ballots cast, defeating her two opponents,
Frank J. Borally, Ill and
Stanley Reich , by a margin

of over 50 percent.
On Nov. 4, registered voters also had the opportunity
to vote on three of the Uni versity Heights City Council
seats that were open.
All three of the incumbents, Adele Zucker, David
Mitchell and Phillip Ertel,
won re-election of their council memb!'r positions.
'I appreciate the fact that
the voters returned me to
council and the city,' Zucker
said.
This win erased the slate
of three challengers who ran

under the ticket of Neighbors for Education and
Community Progress, a
groupthatseeksacoalition
between city government,
residents,schools,and businesses.
'I was very happy that
our team won,' Rothschild
said. 'I'm glad the residents
ofUniversityHeightsvoted
in those experienced to run
the city.'
This past Tuesday'selection was the first time challengers Lisa Cobb, Michael
see RACE, page 2

Group discusses on-campus pub
DenIse Glaros
News Editor

Students hear the legE"nds from long ago (actua II y the late 1980s) of an
on-campus bar at john
Carroll University. Now a
group is discussing making th e distant legends
again a reality atjCU.
john Carroll junior
Rochelle Nowinski and
seve ra I other john Carroll
students, sOme mem bersof
the Parents Association,
Dean of Students Patrick
Rombalski ,and Director of
Alumni Tom Harkness,
met to discuss this and
other issues involvingjCU
last Thursday.
When students expressed concern s that
there was not enough to do

on-c ampus during this
meeting, thegroupsoughtsolutions to the lack of social
activities, said jane Dinda,
co-chairperson of the jCU's
Parents Association Student
Life Committee.
The suggestion of a pub
arised as an idea to meet so·
cia! needs, Dinda said.
Nowinski said "It would
give students a place to go
and socialize in an on campus setting."
According to preliminary
discussions, the pub could
potentially allow for people
of all ages to enter it, with
alcohol laws still applying.
"It's still on the table,"
Dinda said.
"I can't say a pub will resolve the issue but it could
contribute to helping it,"

Nowinski said.
She added that with the
tougher alcohol sanctions
being enforced on campus,
she did not know what to
expect.
"We are willing to look
at the possibility of it ,"
Rombalski said .
But
Rombalski said the university has made no commitments to making the Wolf
and Pot a pub.
"The only way I see this
happening is if thestudents
voice their opinions about
it," Nowinski said.
Rombalski said that before any decisions can be
made as to the fate of the
Wolf and Pot, decisions
about a possible renovation
of the Dj. Lombardo Stusee PUB, page 2

dents one $50 pri ze and two $25
prizes, appeared in the Oct. 30 IS sue of The Carroll News. But it
drew the attention of more than
just john Carroll students.
Local officeholders concerned
with thecontentof the ad brought
it to the artention of the election
board. The board then notified
the university and the Carroll
News that legal action would be
taken if students rece1ved money
for nding in the vans on Nov 4.
"We accepted the ad venisement for publication from Fr.
Sa lmi ," said Tom O'Konowitz,edltor-in-chief of the Carroll News.
"We were unaware that the advertisement could be a violation of
state laws. When I was informed
of this by the director of the Board
of Elections, we reviewed our policies and have made adjustments
to ensure that such advertising
will not be accepted in the futurc."
O'Ko nowllz: added that the ad

"It should have been more
clearly defined as an ad,"
O'Konowitz said.
"Because it wasn't, there was
some confusion on the parr of the
Board of Elections, causmg them
toth1nk that the Carroll News was
sponsoring the cash giveaways,
which we were not •
· we wlll definitely make sure
that all adven isemenrsare clearly
labeled as such with the sponsors'
named," O'Konowaz sard
"1 he universny had good m
ten lions," satd Patrick Rombal kt,
john Carroll's dean of students
"We just wanted to make 1t caster
to vote."
Whether the intentions were
good or nor, Wilkinssaidcriminal
prosecution could be avoided by
elimmating the "win cash" a speer
of the van serVICC.
The pnze aspect of the adver
uscment, a first ttmE' mcenttve at

office of student affatrs.

Salmtsatd.

J
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advernsement sponsored by the
"This was a good

life I son."

Science center
renovation possible
Erin Fritz
Staff Reporter
Students may soon be: able tosay "goodbye" to classrooms without windows and
'normal temperatures, and "hello" to updated technology and classrooms incorporated with labs. This will be possible if
administrators at john Carroll University decide to go through with the proposed renovation of the James A.
Bohannon Science Center.
The 30-year-old Bohannon Science
Center's possible renovation is still in the
developmental stages, said David Ewing,
chair of the chemistry department and
coordinator of the planning commi ttee.
The renovation proposal includes
knocking down walls in the three-story
structure so that natural light may filter
in. Also included would be the replacement of the heating, ventilation and airconditioning systE'ms so that temperatures will be evenly distributed through -

out the building,and more space for computer labs, Ewing said.
He adqed that labs and classrooms
will be designed to encourage interdisciplinary collaboration of faculty members and students in research and publication.
The renovation would create a facility in which labs and classrooms have
theca pability for students to collect and
analyze data through computers and
have access to the network, Ewing said.
Classrooms will also create flexible seating toencouragedifferentstylesof teaching, he said.
"As a biology major,l'm really excited
about the renovations since I will be
spending so much time in it over the
next two years," said jCU sophomore
Maria Zachary. "I like the idea of be:ing
more comfortable."
The proposed renovation will be part
see SCIENCE, page 3
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New first year seminar topic introduced

News briefs
Let's laugh about sex
Comedienne Karen Williams will use humor to challenge stereotypes about dating, partnerships, sexual orientation, roles and
sex at 7:30p.m. on Nov.ll in thejard1ne Room, With her, "Humorat-Large• workshop entitled "Lets Laugh About Sex." Through
lecture, groups discussiOn and storytelling, thejCU community
will be able to learn new ways to approach sexuality. The workshops are designed to build self -confidence and self esteem.
Known as the Diva of Comedy and Queen of lmprov, Williams
has entertained audiences at many different universities across the
country with her workshops. The presentation is being sponsored
by the john Carroll Umversity Residence Life Sexualay Commit·
tee. All are invued to attend.

The fall of education
Jonathon Kozol, author of Savage I11equalities. a book which
exammes the mequitiesof public schooling in America, will speak
at john Carroll from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m on Nov.l4 in Kulas Audnorium Kozol will then speak from 2 to 5 p.m in the Jardine Room.
Th1s is the second year in a row that this acclaimed author has come
toJCU to give h1s insights on societal problems as pan of the First
Year Seminar lecture senes, an event sponsored by the University
Core Commutee

Mikhail resigns as senior class VP
Sherrie M1khail, residence assistant in Millar Hall, resigned
from her Studenr Umon posnion as vice president of the senior
class. Mikha1l formally resigned at the Student Union meeting on
Oct. 21. "My duties as an RA are my highest priority,"Mikhaitsaid
of her responsibilities as an RA for two floors in Millor. "Holding
this posmon in the Senate is takmgaway from myeffectivenessas
an RA," Mtkhail said.

Lip action
The first annual fall Up Sync Contest to benefit the Muscular
Dystrophy Association will be held from 7 ro 9 p.m. on Nov. J3 in
Kulas Auditorium. The event, sponsored by the Zera Tau Omega
sorority, offers a first pnze of $200.

Disco food marathon
Two"wild and crazy guys"will bespinningdiscotunes£roml0
ill
h
Cbrla
•
a.
•
'
will be dressed In disco garb w head up the event. The eveut wlll
not conclude until students fill the food bins with non-perishable
food items to benefitaJCU organization called F.O.C.U.S. (Families
of Cleveland Umted by Students.)

Kristen Garrett
Staff Reporter
"The City: Past and Present,"
the theme of first year semi nar
classes the past two years, will become a thing of ths past as "The
Human journey" replaces it next
year.
The exact format of the new
theme will not be finalized until
the spring semester, but general\ y,
it will incorporate exploring the
various purneys thar human s experience in life, said joseph Kelly,
director of the first year seminar
classes.
The journey from childhood to
adulthood , and spiritual and
mythical journeys are all tn consideration as pan of the first year
seminar classes, Kelly said.

Four books will be required for
the class, because, "by hav1ng students readmg the same four books,
we're providing a common base
for them," Kelly said
However, mdivtdual professors
can require additional texts for
their classes.
Since the inception of the [irst
year seminar classes during the
1996-97 academ1c year, there has
been the idea of changing the
theme every few years, Kelly said.
There are different toptcs which
interest dtfferent members of the
faculty, he added.
"Right now we are being very
deliberate wtth our planning, and
everything is right on schedule,"
Kelly said.
The goal is to include all the

RACE

PUB

continued from page 1
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M urray;andja mes Rukosky ran
for office m University Heights
In addition, the Cleveland
Hetghts-Universlt)' Height s
School Boardattamed three members on Tuesday.
Lncumbem Eric Silverman and
newcomers Barbara Hodgkiss and
joan Natko won the th ree open
seats The new school board members faced seven opponents in the
race.
' I was expecting to win, and it
was just a matter of the third seat,"
Silverman said.
' It's nice ro hear from the voters
this way,' Hodgkiss sat d. 'I had no
idea if l would win or not.'

dent Center must occur first.
"lt comes down to a priority of

whoneedsspace,"Rom balski said.
Until the late 1980s, there had
been a pub in the Wolf and Pot,
but it closed afterthe legal drinking age increased to 21.
"Ph ilosophically, the idea of
having a pub on campus does not
seem inconsistent with who we
are as a university," said Rev. Richard P. Salmi, SJ., vice president of
student affairs.
He said that "the right type of
pub" could make for a nice gatheringspot, not just for the students,
but for parents, alumni and the
rest of the John Carroll Univer-

University Heights
Mayoral Race
ti'Bery I E. Rothschild (2
FrankJ. Borally, III (1,063)

Stanley Reich (127)

Peking University professor speaks
Professor Guan Shije, the dtrector of programs in intercultural
communications at Peking University in Beijing, China, will speak
at john Carroll University today, Nov. 6, at 6:30p.m. His presentation, 'East and West Communication: Prospects for the Future," is
sponsored by JCU's East Asian Studies Program and the Department of Communica tions. Guan is a former visiting scholar to
Harvard University and author of a book and several articles on
inter ultural communication.

Newsbnefs were compi led by Clare Taft, assistant news editor.
Dmp offsubmissions to The Carroll News.

University Heights
City Council
(3 elected)

tl' Adele Zucker (2,373)
ti'David MitcheU (2,107)
ti'Phillip Ertd (2,045)
Lisa Cobb ( 1,395)
Micha el Mul'l'ay (l ,232)
J a mes Ruko•ky (1,075)

faculty in the decision-making
process, Kelly said On ov. ll,
faculty will again have the opportunity to express thetr ideas and
opinions. The focus of this meeting is to consider which of the lO
subtopics to include under the new
theme of "The Human journey."
The subtop1cs for the Fall1998
seminar must be decided upon by
th e end of November.
"1 dtdn't really see the theme
incorporated in my freshman
seminar class," said john Carroll
sophomore Nice I Steins.
"We got to know the other students and do group work so it
helped me to adjust to school 1
think 'The Human journey' will
be a better theme for students,'
Steins said.

sity commumty.
But Salmi cited several issues
that stem from the possibility of
converting the Wolf and Pot in to a
pub. For example, he questioned
whether or not the pub, if deemed
beneficial to even have, should be
more than just a "hangout," what
space the pub would actually encompass, and where the money
would come from to remodel the
area.
In addition, Salmi said that
there are a lot of people that need
to be consulted before deciding on
a pub. Among these people are the
JCU Board of Trustees, University
Heights, parents, and students.
"If anything were to happen,
we 're talk ing long- range here,"
Salmi said .

Three john Carroll
students take lead
roles in local musical
Clare Taft
Assistant News Editor
Love triangles, gangsters, a
cruise ship and three john Carroll
University students appear to be
as different as apples and oranges
at first gla nee.
But with jCU's Angel Kornuc,
Amanda Slater and jen Yojtko
showcasing their dancing, Singing and acting talents with lead
roles in the Garfield Heights Little
Theatre's production of "Anythi ng
Goes,"these unli kely groupings
merged.
"Anything Goes" is a musical
featuring music and lyrics written by Cole Porter, and is set in the
1930s on a cruise ship.
junior communica tion major
Amanda Slater portrays Bonnie,
the girlfriend of a gangster who is
impersonating a priest attempting to flee to Europe.

She and senior Angel Kornuc
have both been in htgh school
productions of "Anything Goes."
"We both love the music and
dancing m this play," Slater said.
"The play works us to our highest
capabilities because it includes
so many different aspects of
dance, music and acting."
Kornuc, an English major,
won the lead role, Reno, in the
play.
"Reno is a great character,"
Kornuc said. "She's bossy and
her voice range matches mine. I
have been waiting to play this
character for seven years."
Junior jen Yojtko is playing
the sweet and innocent Hope.
"Hope is caught in a love triangle between her fiance and the
mans he rea !I y loves," Vojtkosa id.
"She isagrcatcharacte r, the complete opposite of Reno. This is a

We're running
. on low again.

tl' Denotes winners

3

"ANY~HING
S"

great play, and I'm really glad !decided to try out," Vojtko said.
Vojtko is a history and secondary education major.
Together, these three john Carroll students comprise the th ree
fema le leads in the musicaL
Performances are at 8 p.m. on

Nov. 7-8, 14-lS,and 21-22 atGarfield
Heights Middle School. There are
also Sunday matinees at 3 p.m. on
Nov. 9, 16 and 23. The cost is $7 for
students and seniors, and regular
admission is $8.
Reservations can be made by
calling 641-9988.

SCIENCE
cont inued from page 1
of the next capital campaign,
which is a method "all universtlles
use to ra1se money from alumni
and corporations," Ewing said.
lf the project rece1vesadequate
funds, renovations to the sctence
building may begin sometime in
1998, he said.
The present science building
was built m a period when controlled envtronments were
stressed and teaching was done
almost completely by lecturing,
Ewmgsatd.
A renovated facilitywould provide more access to updated tech nology, flex1ble classroom , and
create a sense of connection with
the rest of the campus, he said.
Anot her idea suggested m the
renovation plan is the addition of
a fine art wing.
Excluding the fine arts wmg,
the estimated cost of a renovated
SCience cenrer would be roughly
$20 mtlhon.
"Adding a fine arts wing would
literally bring theansand sciences
together," Ewing sa1d.
"That is truly the core of a Iibera l arts college." he said.

PILOTS

•••

Cleveland Heights-University
Heights School Board
(3 elected)
ti'Barbara Hodgki•s (5,212)
ti'Eric Silverman (4,491)
ti'Joan Natko (3,687)
William P . Davi• (2,688)
Peter Bemardo (2 ,615)
Keith Gisser (2,237)
Edga•· Reeves (2,048)
R. Allen Wilkin son (1,325)
AlLert Oberst (1,165)
Rance Mack (60 l)
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WRITERS
AD REPS
LAYOUTDESIGNERS
CARTOONISTS
GRAPHICDESIGNERS
ASSISTANT
EDITORS

\IV ANTE
Wouldn't it be great if...
You were guarant~ed the chance to fly multi-million dollar aircraft?
You got paid $3o,ooo/yr. during training. (promoted to $so.ooo In 5 years?)

You were guaranteed these things with your only commitment being
attendance at 6-to weeks of Marine Officer Candidate School?

Fortunately for you, this program does e:xistl
Requirements:
Sunday H/9 from

t-+ p.m.

University HeisLtt door-to-door (ood collections
Meet at tLe Student Union office

w edne~day U/12 From a-5 p.m.

Call the Carroll
News and help!

397-

1711

flyer announcement/canva11ing datu

Freshman-Grads, Men and Woman
Plan to graduate from college before age 27 tf2
20/30 uncorrected vision (Maximum ... other standards may also apply)
Pass our aviation selection test

Contact Gunnery Sergeant Scott or Captain Bill Repke at
678-4290 or 800·842·2771 or stop by the Marine Officer
Programs at 1100 East' Summit Street in Kent. ·

•

M"t at tiM Student Union OUicc

CLARIFICATION
W eelt{y mcctings•••cvcry W cdnuday •••8 p.m •••• Student Union Office
OueltiOnJf Call Kate RobinJOn at a97-2665 or Pat Scanlan at a97-5U2

The "Vote Vote Vote" advertisement in the Oct. 30
Carroll News was not clearly labeled as a paid
advertisement. It was an event sponsored by the
office of student affairs, not the Carroll News.

1\\ A R I N

r
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New first year seminar topic introduced

News eriefs
Let's bugh about sex
Comedienne Karen Wiiliams will use humor to challenge stereotypes about dating, partnerships, sexual orientation, roles and
sex at 7~30 p.m. on ov. 11 in the Jardine Room, with her, "Humorat-Large" workshop entitled "Let's Laugh About Sex." Through
lectUre, groups discussion and storytelling, thejCU community
will be able to learn new ways to approach sexuality. The workshops are designed to build sell -confidence and self esteem.
Known as the Diva of Comedy and Queen of lmprov, Williams
has entertained audiences at many different universities across the
country with her workshops. The presentation is being sponsored
by the john Carroll University Residence Life Sexuality Committee. A11 are invited to attend.

The fall of education
Jonathon Kozol, author of Savage Inequalities, a book which
examines the inequities of public schooling in America, will speak
at john Carroll from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Nov.l4 in Kulas AuditOrium. Kozel wtll then speak from 2 to 5 p.m. m the Jardine Room.
Thts 1sthesecond year ina row that thisacclatmed author has come
tojCU to gtve his insights on societal problems as part of the First
Year Seminar lecture series, an event sponsored by the University
Core Comm1ttee.

Mikhail resigns as senior class VP
Sherrie Mikhall, residence assistant in Millor Hall, resigned
from her Student Union position as v1ce pre:sidem of rhe senior
class. M1khatl formally resigned at the Student Union meeting on
Oct. 21. "Myduties as an RA are my highest priority," Mikhail said
of her responsibilmes as an RA for two floors in Millor. "Holding
thrs pos1t1on in the Senate IS taking away from my effectiveness as
an RA," Mikhail said.

Up action
The ftrst annual fall Up Sync Contest to benefit the Muscular
Dystrophy Association will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. on Nov.l3 in
Kulas Audn.orium. The event, sponsored by the Zeta Tau Omega
sorority, offers a first prize of $200.

Disco food marathon
Two "wild and crazy guys" will be spinning disco tunes from 10

Kristen Garrett
Staff Reporter
"The City~ Past al'ld Present,"
the theme of first year seminar
classes the past two years, will become a thtng of ths past as "The
Human journey• replaces it next
year.
The exact for mat of the new
theme will not be finalized until
the springsemest.er, but generally,
it will tncorporate exploring the
various journeys that humans experience in life, said joseph Kelly,
d1rector of the first year seminar
classes
Thepurney from childhood to
adulthood, and spiritual and
myth ica I journeys are all tn consideration as part of the first year
seminar classes, Kelly said.

Four books will be required for
the class, because, "by having studems reading the sa me four books,
we're providing a common base
for them," Kelly said.
However,1ndividualprofessors
can require additional texts for
their classes.
Si nee the incepnon of the first
year seminar classes during the
1996-97 academiC year, there has
been the 1dea of changing the
theme eve ry few years, Kelly said.
There are different topics which
interestdifferentmembersof the
faculty, he added
"Right now we are being very
deliberate with our planning, and
everything is right on schedule,"
Kelly sa id .
The goal is to include all the

RACE
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continued from page 1
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Murray,andJames Rukosky ran
for office m Umversi ty Heights.
In addition, the Cleveland
Hetghts-Un lverslly Heights
School Board attained three members on Tuesday.
Incumbent EricStlverman and
newcomers Barbara Hodgkiss and
joan Narka won the three open
seats. The new school board members faced seven opponents in the
race.
' I was expecting to win, and it
was just a matte r of th e third seat,'
Silverman said.
' It's nice to head rom the voters
this way,' Hodgkiss sa1d 'I had no
idea if 1would win or not.'

will be dressed i~ d1sco garb to head up
event The event will
not conclude until sLUdents fill thefood bins wlt h non-perishable
food items to benefit ajCU organization called f.O.CU.S.(Families
of Cleveland United by Students)

Peking University professor speaks
Professor Guan Sh ije, the director of programs in intercultural
communications at Peking University in Beijing, China,will speak
at john Carroll University today, Nov. 6, at 6:30 p.m. His presentation, 'East and West Comm unication: Prospects for the Future,' is
sponsored by JCU's East Asian Studies Program and the Department of Communications. Guan i a former visiting scholar w
Harvard University and author of a book and several articles on
mtercultural communication.

Newsbnefs were compi led by Clare Taft, assistant news ed itor.
Drop off submissions to The Carroll News.

dem Center must occur first.
"It comes down to a priority of

who needs space,"Rom balski said.
Until the late 1980s, there had
been a pub in the Wolf and Pot,
but it closed af terthe legal drinking age increased to 21.
"Philosophically, the 1dea of
having a pub on campus does not
seem inconsistent with who we
areas a university," said Rev. Richard P. Salmi, SJ., vice pres1dent of
student affairs.
He said that "t he right type of
pub" could make for a nice gatheringspot, not just for the students,
but for parents, alumni and the
rest of the joh n Ca rroll Univer-

facu lt y in the decision-making
process, Kelly sa1d. On Nov. ll,
faculty will again have the opportunity to express their ideas and
opinions. The focus of this meeting 1s to consider which of the 10
subtopics toincl ude under the new
theme of "The Human journey"
The subtopics for the Fal11998
seminar must be decided upon by
the end of November.
"I d1dn't really see the theme
incorporated in my freshman
seminar class," said john Carroll
sophomore Nicci Steins.
"We got to know the other students and do group work so it
helped me to adjust to school. I
think 'T he Human journey' will
be a better them e for students,"
Steins sa1d

sity community.
But Salmi cited several issues
that stem from the possibilny of
converting the Wolf and Pot into a
pub For example, he questioned
whether or not the pub, if deemed
beneficial to even have, should be
more than just a "hangout," what
space the pub would actually encompass, and where the money
would come from to remodel the
area.
ln addition, Salmi said that
there are a lot of people that need
to be consulted before deciding on
a pub. Among these people are the
JCU Board of Trustees, University
Heights, parents, and students.
"If anything were 10 happen,
we're talking long-ra nge here,"
Salm1 said.

Cleveland Heights-University
University Heights
He ights School Board
Mayoral Race
v Beryl E. Rothschild (2,834
(3 elected)
.FrankJ . Borally, Ill (1,063)
VBarbara Hodgkiss (5,2 12)
Stanl ey Reich (127)
v Eric Sil verm an (4,491)
V' J oan atk o (3,687)
William P. Davis (2 ,688)
U nivers ity Heights
Peter Bernardo (2,615)
City Council
(3 e lected )
t/Adele Zucker (2,373)
v David l\1itcheU (2 ,107)
v Phillip Ertt:l (2,045)
Lisa Cobb (1,395)
Michael Mun-ay (1 ,232)
Ja mes Ruk osk y (1 ,075)

Kei th Gisser(2,237)
Edgar Reevt>s (2,048)
R. Allen Wilki nso n (1,325)
AlLer t Ober·st (I, 165)
Han"e Mar·k (60))

v Denotes winners
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Three john Carroll
students take lead
roles in local musical
Clare Taft
Assistant News Editor
Love triangles, gangsters, a
cruise sh 1pand threejohn Carroll
Umversity students appear to be
as different as apples and oranges
at first glance.
But with JCU's Angel Kornuc,
Amanda Slater and Jen Yojtko
showcasing their dancing, singing and acnng talents with lead
roles in the Garfield Heights Liu le
Theatre's production of "Anything
Goes,"these un like ly groupings
merged.
"Anything Goes" is a musical
fea ruring music and lyrics written by Cole Porter, and is set in the
1930s on a cruise ship.
j unior comm unication major
Amanda Slater portrays Bonnie,
the girlfr iend of a ga ngster who is
impersonating a priest attempting to flee to Eu rope.

She and senior Angel Kornuc
have both been in high school
productions of" Anything Goes."
"We both love the music and
dancing in this play," Slater said.
"T he play works us to our highest
capabilities because it includes
so many different aspects of
dance, music and acting."
Kornuc, an English major,
won the lead role, Reno, in the
play
"Reno is a great character,"
Kornuc said. "She's bossy and
her voice range matches mine. I
have been waiting to play this
character for seven years."
Junior ]en Vojtko is playing
the sweet and innocent Hope.
"Hope is caught in a love triangle between her fi ance and the
ma ns he real! y loves," Yojtkosa id.
"She is a great character, the complete opposite of Reno. This is a

We're running
. on low again.

3

"ANY~HING
S"

great play, and I'm really glad 1decided to try out," Yojtko said.
Vojtko is a history and secondary education major.
Together, these three john Carroll students comprise the three
female leads in the musical.
Performances are at 8 p.m. on

SCIENCE
continued from page 1

of the next capital campaign,
which is a method "all universities
use to raise money from alumni
and corporations," Ewing said.
If the project receives adequate
funds, renovations to the science
bUilding may begin sometime in
1998, he said
The present sc1ence building
was built in a period when controlled envtro nmenrs were
stressed and teaching was done
almost completely by lectunng,
Ewing said.
A renovated facility would provide more access to updated technology, flexible classrooms, and
create a sen e of connection with
the rest of the campus, he said.
Another rdea suggested in the
renovation plan is the addition of
a fine arts wing.
Excludmg rhe fine arts wrng,
Nov. 7-8,14-IS,and 21-22atGarfield
Heights Middle School. There are the estimated cost of a renovated
also Sunday matinees at 3 p.m. on science center would be roughly
Nov. 9, 16 and 23. The cost is $7 for $20 million.
"Adding a fine art wing would
students and seniors, and regular
literally bring the arts and sciences
admission is $8.
Reservations can be made by together," Ewmg said.
"That is truly the core of a libcalhng641-9988.
eral arts college," he said.
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Wouldn't it be great if...
You were guarant~ed the chance to fly multi-million dollar aircraft?
You got paid $3o,ooo/yr. during training, (promoted to $so,ooo In 5 years?)

You were guaranteed these things with your only commitment being
attendance at 6-10 weeks of Marine Officer Candrdate School?

Fortunately for you, this program does e:xistl
Requirements:

Sunday H/9from

t-+ p.m.

Univcrtity HeisLtl door-to-door food collections
Meet at the Student Union office
W edne•day

tt/t2 From a-5 p.m.

Call the Carroll
News and help!

397-

1711

flyer announcement/canva11ins datu
Meet at the Student Union Ollice

CLARIFICATiON
W cckly mcctingt•••cvery W cdnuday•.•Bp.m •••• Student Umon Ollicc
Oueltionsf Call Kate Robiauon at iJ97-2665 or Pat Sunl..n at 397-5tt2

Freshman-Grads, Men and Woman
Plan to graduate from college before age 27 112
20/30 uncorrected vision (Maximum ... other standards may also apply)
Pass our aviation selection test

Contact Gunnery Sergeant Scott or Captain Bill Repke at
678·4290 or 800-842·2771 or stop by the Marine Officer
Programs at 1100 East' Summit Street in Kent. ·

•

J

The "Vote Vote Vote" advertisement in the Oct. 30
Carroll News was not clearly labeled as a paid
advertisement. It was an event sponsored by the
office of student affairs, not the Carroll News.

MARINl' OfftCfR
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WORLD NEWS
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Tensions escalate between UN and Iraq
Tensions between the United Nations and Iraq continued this
week because of Iraq's ref usa I to allow inspection of lraqi weapons
sites by Amen can UN offictals. lraqi media reports suggest Iraq is
upsetthat the UN has not lifted rhesancnons imposed in 1990af ter
the invasion of Kuwait. The US. jXlStponed U-2 plane surveillance
over Iraqi weapon areas on Tuesday, the planes will resume their
schedule at a date determined by the UN.

Nanny supporters seek verdict change
Th.e conviction of 19-year-old British au pair Louise Woodward
sent her supporters to the counhouse where judge Hiller Zobel
will hear arguments concerning the possibility of overturning the
verdict and reducing Woodward's life sentence. Woodward was
convicted last week of murdering her eight·month-old charge,
Matthew F..appen Woodward's attorney hoped to prove she was
found guilty without a resonable doubt. Critics of the current
verdict stated thejuryshould have beengi ven theoption to convict
Woodward of manslaughter, which carries a lesser sentence.

OJ,'s estate on market for $3.95 million
Oj. Simpson's mansion located at 360 North Rockingham in
Brentwood, Cali£,officiallywent upfor sa leon Monday. Simpson's
6,000squarefootmansionsituatedononeacreoflandissellingfor
$3.95 m1llion. A[ terSimpson's $33.5million civilcourtconviction,
Hawthorne Savings foreclosed on his mortgage and turned the
sale arrangmemsover to Fred Sands Estates. According to Sands,
there have already been inquiries from tOO potential buyers on the
well-known Rockingham Estate.

Nichols' trial begins in Denver
Federal prosecutors plan to prove that Terry Nichols did conspire
with convicted born ber Timothy McVeigh in the Oklahoma Cicy
bombtng Nichols' trial beganinDenveron Monday with both sides
presenung their opening Statements. NicholS attorney Michael

~-Mll·~ hl&
Costume catches fire, kills Texas girl
A 12-yearold girldiedSaturday after her Cousi n Itt wigcaughton
fireasshetnck-or-treated near her home in Sherman,Texas, Friday.
The incident occured as she brushed past a pumpkin wi th a lit
candle inside it Flames engulfed Erin jenkins' costume and the
rest of her l:xxiy as those around hertirecl to put the fire our. Both
owners of the home where Jenkins died suffcred burns on their
hand5 and arms after trymg to save the girl

World Brief~ wutwmpiled byErinO'Donnell,staff reporter, with
tlte atd of wire sources.

ASSIStant World News EditOr
The Supreme Court refused to
hear argum ents ch allengmg the
passage of California's Proposition
209, whtch bansaffirma tiveaction.
A numberof locallawsuttswlll
be necessary to overturn previously existing rL!Ies which allow
preference on the basts of race or
gender, according to the Chan man
of Prop. 209, Ward Connerly.
Connerly told the media his next
step will be to lobby Congress for a
nationwide law prohibiting affirmative action.
In an attempt to overturn the
law, a coalition of civil rights
groups, includmg the ACLU, sued
California Governor Pete Wilson.
Wilson, who agrees with the
passage of Prop. 209, told the Sacramento media, "It is time forrhose

who have resiSted Proposiuon 209
to acknowledge that equal nghts
under the law, not special preference, is the law of the land."
Callforma voters appeared to
agree With Wilson, passing Prop
209 mtothe law books last Novem
ber with 54 percent of the vote.
The coalition challenged the
law asdiscnminatory, taking Prop.
209 through local, district and finally the Supreme Court.
"This leaves cities and counties
in a horrible d1lemma, without
guidance on how to comply with
federal law against discrimination
and with Proposition 209 wh1ch
bans affirmative action remedies,"
accordiong to Ed Chen, staff counsel for the Northern California
chapter of the ACL U.
Some California officials, includmgSan Francisco Mayor Wi !lie

Brown, have publicly stated they
do not plan tocomplywiih Prop.
209, believing affi rma ti ve action
is necessary to prevent dtscrim ination in public employment,
ed ucatlon and contracting
"For the first time in our
nauon's history, state and local
governments have been stripped
of their authority to remedy race
andgenderdtscnmmation,"said
Mark Rosenbaum, legal director
of the ACLU Foundation and .
Ramona Ripston, ACLU executive director, in a joint statement
issued by their organization
In upholding the law, California became the first state to outlawaffirmativeaciion initiatives,
which have insured equal
oponunity since the 1960s,however, over 20 other states are considering adopting simJ!ar laws.

OU Halloween results in 200 arrests
Erin O'Donnell

Staff Reporter
At least 200 arrests were made
at the annual Halloween party in
Athens,Ohto, between 7 p.m.and 3
a.m. Saturday and early Sunday.
The 119 arrests on Friday night
were slightly higher than last year's
reported 109, however, the number
of arrests on Saturday night were

down from last year's 2ll.
Arrests were primarily made
this yea r because of disorder] y conduct or alcohol violations.
"One of the kids we were with
got arrested for drinking in the
street," said John Carroll sophomore Scott Van Den Haute, who
traveled to Ohio University for the
Halloween party, dressed as

Clevelanders re-elect White
tion. "I want to thank God and
Sara E. Buss
second! y the great people of the
Assistant World News Editor
Mayor Michael R.White de- great city of Cleveland,' White
livered his victory speech just said in his victory speech at the
Lakeside Holiday Inn.
before midnight Tuesday.
ln the hot! y contended Ward
White beat challenger Helen
Smtth, a councilwoman om 13 race, john Car roll graduate
ard 14, wrrn 7,3 votes, ac- Joe 1mperm an eatmcumbent
cording to the Cuyahoga John Skrha.
In other election returns,
County Board of Elections.
Sm ith, winning 4 3,348 votes, state Issue 1, which proposed
said the election has been diffi- that courts may deny bail to
cult. 'I gave up a wonderfullcity people charged wit h felonies if
council )seat serving wonderful reasonable evidence suggests
they pose a phys1cal threat,
people," said Smith.
Taki ng over Smith's council passed with 246,682 votes.
lssue 2 failed statewide, with
seat is Nelson Cintron, the city's
227,159 citizens voting aga inst
first Hispanic councilman.
Before conceding to W hite, the implementation of new
Smith said White needed to 're- workers' compensation laws.
Cuyahoga County Issue 3
assess and redefine" the manalso passed, granting a levy to
agement or city hall.
Cleveland-Cuyahoga
White said he wished Smith the
well a[ tersheconceded the elec- County Port Authority.

Baywatch 's David Hasselhoff.
Those looking for a pre-party
celebration arrived as early as
Friday,bm the largest crowd was
on Saturday night be tween 10
p.m. and midnight
Hal loween partiers squeezed
into the three-block area surrounding OU's campus, making
safety nearly impossible.
Athens Police Chief Rick
Mayer told the Associated Press
that the crowd was larger than
in the past, makingitdifficult for
officers to respond in the eyent
of an emergency.
Van Den Hautesaid,"attempting to walk the streets was nearly
impossible, yet very exciting."
Mayer also reported he believed the an n ual event has
reache3 its capacity, and the city
needed to "re-evaluate the Halloween party to ensure safety."
According to john Carroll
sophomore Nate Cyrill, who
went to Athens dressed as Bernie
Kosar, "There wa s an obscene
amount of law enforcement."
Both Cyril! and Van Den
Haute agreed that the re were
thousands of people.
The streets SL!rrounding the
campus were so crowded that
theydidn't even know there were
bands playing at the yearly Halloween event.
The experience, according to
Cyrill, 'lis) a litt le overrated."

TUDIE

Come to a

FREE
admissions
seminar with
Guest Speaker

Barb Andelman
F I ND OUT

AT OU R

OPE N HOUSE AND
INFORMATIONAL NIGHT
FOR STUDENTS
ON

MONDAY~ NOV.

17

4:30 TO 6:30 P.M.
MACKIN ROOM
IN GRA.SSELLI LIBRARY

1-IDI-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

"LSAT 15 a reglslered ln~~Mtrelk ollhe Law School~ Council.
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Law banning affirmative action upheld
Sara E. Buss
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Look Out Below
Faith at 13,000 feet

Robb Giambrone

Staff Reporter
"Yeah I'm free, free fall mg."
These classic words sung by rocker Tom
Petty might make most people th1nk of
what free falling would actually feel like,
but are often too scared to take the plunge
and find out for themselves.
John Carroll Umversity seniors Jay
Donato and Brad Wilson wanted to experience the same exhilarating feeling Petty
s1ngs about.
"I t has n't been a lifelong dream to
skydive," Donato said. "[But[ I'm just going
.
to do it n
Donato and Wilson, along with other
fri en ds, traveled southwest of John Carroll
to Ritman, Ohio, so they could skydive at
Aerohio. Once they arrived, they received a
10-m inute Irainmgsession, flew up 13,000
feet in a plane, attached themselves to an
instructor and jumped out of the plane.
Donato and Wilson executed a Tandem
jump. which is one of three different types.
This jump mcludes a 45-second free-fall
and a five-mi nut e canopy ride, all while
attached to an instructor.
Wilson said that when skydivers jump,
they are s upposed to arch their back and
point their feet towards the sky. "Then the

instructor taps you on the back and tells because there ts someone there with yo u
you to relax ," Wilson said.
[during t.he tandem JUmp)," he said
"When skydiving. you don't gett he perW1lson added that more peopled ie from
ception that you are falling," Donato sa1d. bee stings than I hey do from skydivmg.
"The wind resistance is pushmg you so you
Before leaving land, skydivcrsmuststgn
feel like you are flying. It's incredible, you an e)<tensive release form that covers every
liable area.
have to experience It yourself."
"You pretty much sign your life away,"
Wilson described the [ree-fall as a peaceDonato said .
ful, not scary, experience.
Wilson noted that no one ha · ver backed
"lt 's the ultimate TL!sh ," he said.
Although exciting, anticipating the out of a jump at Aerohio.
"If you're gomg to d1e, there tsn'I much
event was still nerve-wracking.
"l was nervous gomg up in the airplane , you can do,'" Donacosaid."Soyou h:1J better
and the scanest part is when you're looking enjoy it."
For more wformation aoout skyd tving,
overt he edge of the airplane ,' Donato said
He said it did not help his nerves much Aerohio can be reached on t he web ar
www.aerohio.com.
to be the last one to go over the edge.
"I'll try most anythingonce,"Wilsonsaid
"And I would definitely do it again!"
Wilson enjoyed the dive so he tried to
coax his dad intoskydivingon his btrthday
To Wilson's surprise, his father agreed.
For those considering taking the plunge,
the high-flying duo recommend tha t they
give it a try.
"You only live once, so you better do it,"
Donato said.
Wilson recommends the skydiving excursion to just about anyone.
"The re is never really a fear of dymg

TNE CA11Dtt NErs

WANTS TO 1111/ND 10U
TO NEVERSt1DIVE
WITHOUT A PARACHUTE

A place to turn

ChrisTye
Year: Senior
Major: Commumcat1ons
Zodiac sign: Leo
How do most people know
you?: For better or worse they
know me as 'that guy· on the TV
and radio. By the way, I'm on today
4 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Favorite TV show: South Pork
What concert do you still want
to see?: Pot Dog Pondenng. I
heard they're great. I w1sh I saw the
Dead before they, well, d1ed.
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Carroll students lend an ear to the
concerns of
Lisa M. Foster

Staff Reporter
Whether you're a freshman
who is just beginning a college
career oraseniorwhoisextremely
stressed about graduation, it's hard
to admit tha t you'd like to talk to
someone. Or when you do admit
it, to whom do you choose to talk?
This problem has been recognized by mem bersof john Carroll
University and not ignored. Its
solution, or Rart-time remedy, is
the Peer Ad visor Program.
The program, which is run by
Carroll students, was started two
yea rsago by moderator Nancy Taylor, an adjunct professor of education and a counselor at the
university's Counsel ing Services.
JCU's counseling program is located on the seco nd floor of the
Honors House on Belvoir Blvd.
Angi Terella, a senior and one
of the Peer Advisors,explained the
program. "We are a group to help
others, get them help or just listen," she said. "We have connections to deal with more serious
problems. We have information
and numbers to most crisis
hotlines and counselors."
The program is still in its fledgling state but members believe it
has great promise. Students may
call about any problems they have.
"We want people to calL We
want to let the student body know
that there are other students willing to listen," said Jodi Glading, a
junior psychology major and secretary of the program. "We're not
counseling, per se. It 's another
place to talk to those on your own
level. We're not above anyone."
There is a traimng session to
become a peer advisor, and studemsof all majorscan participate.
In the traimng sessions, the advisors are given the numbers of cri-

sis hotlines and are trained to
handle different situations that
they may encounter while involved. The serious counseling,
however, is left to professionals.
The on-cam pus hot line is connected to the university's voice
mail system and picks up after
one ring . This voice mail is
checked three or four times a day
by one of the ad visors, and they
then return the calls promptly.
The Peer Advisors recently instituted a new immediate response
system to the hotltne process.
"On Th ursday night there will
be a Peer Advisor answering calls
from 7 to9p.m "Terellasaid. "This
way,studentscan talk to an actual
person rather than a machine."
"There haven't been any major
crises, but people tend to talk to
those they know are Peer Advisors," said Erica Dinger, a senior
sociology major and president of
the Peer Advisor Group. "We have
information on local places to go
to get help like the Cleveland
Clinic, and we have informational
packets on manythingsfrom time
management to eating disorders,"
she said.
"We want to let people know
that they don't have to go through
anything alone," Terella sa id. "We
know it's hard to talk, but we're
here to listen.'
Although it may be intimidating for students to call and speak
to people they don't know, the program is designed to be as non-intimidating as possible. Members
of the Peer Advisor Program said
that they care about the well-being of the student lxx:ly and are
trained and want to listen.
The number for the student

hotlineis397-4562 Anyoneisrncouraged to call and speak with a
Peer Advisor.

College life is almost over and you're getting ready to trade in the freedo m of progressive
thinking and cutting-edge ideas for a suit and stiff shoes. Well, it doesn't have to be that way.
If you want to begin leading a progressive professional life, join a company that's
committed to advancements, PROGR ESSIVE.
At PROGRESSIVE, we believe that the only way to nurture creative approaches and
professional achievements is to give our employees the freedom to chart their own course and
make their own success. By practicing exactly what we believe, we've become one of the
nation's largest private passenger auto insurers and a preferred, state-of-the-art workplace
in northeast Ohio.
Come see us when we visit your campus on Tuesday, Novem~er 11, 1997. We have
great opportunities for bright, ambitious t:_gM\1111£~ SCr iNC£ Mt\Jg~S.
We encourage you to go beyond traditional thinking. Question the status quo. Check with the
Student Career Development Center to schedule an interview or to get more infonnation.
Here's your chance to work on challenging assignments, receive ongoing training, and be part of a real
team-oriented environment. A casual dress .:ode, competitive benefits, and a compensation package
that includes a 401(k) and Gaimharing program are just a few of the perks. Take a look at our website
at www.auto-insurance.com to find out more about PROGRESSIVE.
If you can't see us while we're on campus, you can fax your resume-indicating job code 978POQUto 216-446-4855 or mail it to: Progressivt, Information Services Division; 6300 Wilson Mills
Road, North Building-N200; Mayfield ViUage, OH 44143. Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/0/V.

~
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Tensions escalate between UN and Iraq
Tensions between the United Nations and lraq continuca this
week because of lraq'srefusalwallow inspection of Iraqi weapons
sites by American UN officials. Iraqi media reports suggest Iraq is
upsetthatthc UN has nor li ftoo the sanctions imposed in l990a.fter
themvasionofKuwaJt. TheUS postponoo U-2 plane surveillance
over Iraqi weapon areas on Tuesday, the planes will resume their
schedule at a date determined by the UN.

Nanny supporters seek verdict change
The convtcuon of 19-year-old British au pair Louise Woodward
sent her supporters to the courthouse where judge Hiller Zobel
will hear arguments concerning the possibility of overturning the
verdict and reducing Woodward's life sentence. Woodward was
convicted last week of murdering her eight-month-old charge,
Matthew Eappen Woodward's attorney hoped to prove she was
found guilty without a resonable doubt. Critics of the current
verdictstated thejuryshould have been given the option to convict
Woodward of manslaughter, which carries a lesser sentence.

OJ.'s estate on market for $3.95 million
OJ. Stmpson's mansion located at 360 North Rockingham in
Brent wood,Cahf,officiallywent upfor sale on Monday. Simpson's
6,000square f ootmansion situated on one acre of land issellingfor
$3.95milhon. AfterSimpson's$33.5millioncivtlcourtconvicrion,
Hawthorne Savings foreclosed on his mortgage and turned the
sale arrangmentsover to Fred Sands Estates. According to Sands,
there have already been inquiries from 100 potential buyers on the
well-known Rockingham Estate.

Nichols' trial begins in Denver
Federal prosecutors plan ro prove that Terry Nichols did conspire
with convictoo bomber Timothy McVeigh m the Oklahoma City
born bing Nichols'lrial began in Denver on Monda ywi th both sides
presenting thm opening statements. Nichols' attorney Michael

.
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Costume catches fire, kills Texas girl
A 12-yearold girldi~ Saturday after her Cousin Itt wigcaughton
fire as she trick-or-treated near her home inSherman,Texas, Friday.
The incident occured as she brushed past a pumpkin with a lit
candle inside it Flames engulfed Erin jenkins' costume and the
rest of her body as those around her tired to put the fire out Both
owners of the home where jenkins died suffered burns on their
hands and arms after trying to save the girl

World Bnef~ werecnmpiled by Erin O'Donnell, staff reporter, with
thr: atdof wire sources.

Sara E. Buss

who have resisted Proposnion 209

Assistant World News Ed1tor
The Supreme Court refused to
hear arguments challengmg the
passage of California's Proposition
209, which bansaffirmativeaction.
A number of local lawsuitS will
be necessary to overturn previously eKisting rules which allow
preference on the basts of race or
gender, according to the Chairman
of Prop. 209, Ward Connerly.
Conner\ y told the media his next
step will be to lobby Congress fora
nationwide law prohibiting affirmative action
In an attempt to overturn the
law, a coalition of civ il rights
groups, includmg the ACLU, sued
California Governor Pete Wilson.
Wilson , who agrees with the
passage of Prop. 209, told the Sacramento media, "It is time for those

to acknowledge that equal rights

under the law, not special preference, is the law of the land."
California voters appeared to
agree wHh Wllson, passing Prop
209 mto the law books last November with 54 percent of the vote.
The coalition challenged the
law asdiscriminatory,taking Prop.
209 through local, district and finally the Supreme Court.
"This leaves cities and counties
in a horrtble dtlemma , without
guidance on how to comply with
fed eral law aga instdiscrimination
and with Proposition 209 which
bans affirmative action remedies,"
accordiong to Ed Chen, staff counsel for the Northern Ca liforn ia
chapter of the ACLU.
Some California officials, in cludingSan Francisco Mayor Willie

Brown, have publicly stated they
do not plan to comply with Prop.
209, believingaffirmativeaction
is necessary to prevent d iscrimination tn pub!tc employment,
education and contracting.
"For the first time in our
nation's history, state and local
governments have been stripped
of their authority w remedy race
an d genderd tscrim ination," said
Mark Rosenbaum , lega l director
of the ACLU Foundation and
Ramon a Rtpston, ACLU executi ve director, in a joint statement
issued by their organization.
In upholdmg the law, California became the first state to outlaw affirmativeaction tnitiatives,
which have insured equal
oportunitysince the 1960s, however,over 20other states are consid ering adopting simila r laws.

OU Halloween results in 200 arrests
Erin O'Donnell
Staff Reporter
At least 200 arrests were made
at the annual Halloween party in
Athens, Ohio, be tween 7 p.m. and 3
a.m. Saturday and early Sund ay.
The ll9 arrests on Friday mght
were slightly higherthan la st year's
reported 109, however, the number
of arrests on Saturday night were

down from last year's 211.
Arrests were primarily mad e
this year because of disorder! yeanduct or alcohol violations.
"One of the kids we were with
got arrested for drinking in the
street." said John Carroll sophomore Scott Van Den Haute, who
traveled to Ohio University for the
Ha lloween party, dress ed as

Clevelanders re-elect White
Sara E. Buss

Assistant World News Editor
Mayor Michael R. White delivered his victory speech just
before midnight Tuesday.
Whtte beatchallenger Helen
Smith, a councilwoman om
ar·d 14, wirh 7,3 votes, ac
cording to the Cuyah oga
County Board of Elections.
Smith, winning 43,3 48 votes,
said the election has been difficult. "Igave up a wonderful(c ity
council Iseat servmg wonder[ul
people," said Smith.
Taking over Smi th's counci l
sea t is Nelson Cintron, the city's
first Hispanic councilman.
Before conceding to White,
Smith sa id White needed to "reassess and redefine" the management of city hall.
White said he wished Smith
well af tersheconceded the elec-

cion. ' [want to thank God and
second ly the great people of the
great city of Cleveland," White
said in his victory speech at the
Lakeside Holiday [nn.
ln the hotly contended Ward
13 race, john Car roll graduate
Joe imperm an eatmcum en t
john Sk rha.
ln other electio n returns,
state Issue l , which proposed
that courts may deny bail to
people charged with felonies if
reasonable evidence suggests
they pose a physical th reat ,
passed with 246,682 votes.
Issue 2 failed statewide, with
227,159 citizens voting against
the implementation of new
workers' compensation laws.
Cuyahoga County Iss ue 3
also passed, granting a levy to
the
Cleveland -Cuya hog a
County Port Authority.

-

Baywatch 's David Hassel hoff.
Those looking for a pre -party
celebration arrived as early as
Fr iday, but the largest crowd was
on Saturday night between 10
p.m. and midnight.
Halloween partiers squeezed
into the three-block area surroundin g OU's campus, making
safety nea rly impossible.
At hens Police Chief Rick
Mayer told the Associated Press
that the crowd was larger than
in the past, making it difficult for
officers to respond in the eyent
of an emergency.
Van Den Hautesaid, "attempting to wa lk the streets was nearly
impossible, ye t very exciting."
Mayer also reported he believed the annual event has
reachea its capacity, and the city
needed to ''re-evaluate th e Halloween party to ensure safety."
According to John Carroll
sophomore Nate Cyril!, who
went wAthensdressed as Bernie
Kosar, "There was an obscene
amount of law enforcement."
Both Cy ril! and Van Den
Haute agreed that th ere were
thousa nds of people.
The streets surrounding the
campus were so crowded that
they didn't even know there were
bands playing at the yearly Halloween event.
The experience, ac cording to
Cyril! ,1isl a little overrated."
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Look Out Below
Faith at 3,000 feet

Robb Giambrone
Staff Repo rter
"Yeah I'm free, free fall mg."
These classic words sun g by rocker Tom
Petty might make most people think of
what free falling wou ld actually fee l like,
but a re often too scared to tak e the plunge
and find out for themselves.
john Car roll University seniors jay
Donato and Brad Wilson wanted to experience the same exhilarating feeling Petty
sings abou t.
"It hasn't been a lifelong dream to
skydive," DonatO said. "[Butll'm just going
to do it."
.
Donato and Wilson, along with OLher
fri ends, traveled southwest of John Carroll
to Ritman , Ohio, so they could skydive at
Aerohio. Once they arrived, they received a
10-m mute trainmgsession, flew up 13,000
feet in a plane, attached themselves wan
instr uctor and jumped out of the plane.
Donato and Wilson executed a Tandem
jump, which is one of three different types.
This jump includes a 45-second free-fall
and a five-minute ca nopy ride, all while
attached to an instructor.
Wilson said that when skydivers jump,
they are supposed to arch their back and
point their feet towards the sky. "Then the

inst ructor taps you on the back and tells
you to relax ," Wtlson sa id .
"W hen skydiving, you don't get the per ception that you are falling," DonatO said.
"The wind resistance IS pushing you so you
feel like you are fl ying. It's incredible, you
have to expenence it yourself."
Wilson described the free-fall as a peaceful , 11ot scary, experience.
"It's the ultimate rush," he said.
Although excHing, anticipating the
event was sti ll nerve wracking.
"I was nervous going up in the au plane,
and the scariest part is when you're lookm g
overt he edge of the airplane," Donato said.
He said it did not help his nerves much
to be the last one to go over th e edge.
"I'll try mostanythingonce," Wilsonsaid.
"And I would definitely do it again!"
Wilson enjoyed the dive so he tried to
coaK his dad intoskydivingon his bmhday.
To Wilson's surprise, his father agreed.
For those considering taking the plunge,
the high-flying duo recommend th at they
gtve it a try.
"You only live once, so you better do it,"
Do nato said.
Wilson recommends the skydiving excursion to just about an yon e.
"T here is never really a fear of dymg

because there is someone there wHh you
!dunng the tandem jump]," he said.
Wilson added that more people die from
bee stings than they do from skydivmg.
Before leaving land, skydtver musts1gn
an e.l{tenslve release form that covers eve ry
liable area.
"You prett y much stgn your life away,"
Donato said.
Wilson noted that noone has ever backrd
out of a jump at Aerohio.
"If you're going to dte , there i ~nt much
you can do," Donato said "So you had better
enjoy it"
For rnore information about skydivi ng,
Aerohio can be reached on the web al

www.aerohio.com.

THE CA11Dll NEws
WANTS TD IEIIIND 'OU
TO NEVEl Sl,DIVE
WITHOUT A PARACHUTE

ChrisTye
Year: Senior
Major: Commun1cat1ons
Zodiac sign: Leo
How do most people know
youl: For better or worse they
know me as 'that guy" on the TV
and radio. By the way, I'm on today
4 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Favorite TV show: South Pork
What concert do you still want
to see?: Po1 Dog Pondenng. I
heard they're great I w1sh I saw the
Dead before they, well. d1ed.
~ro.m.tooo
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A place to turn
Carroll students lend an ear to the
concerns of pee
Lisa M. Foster
Staff Reporter
Whe ther you're a freshman
who is just beginning a college
career ora seniorwhoisext remely
stressed about grad uation ,it's hard
to ad mit that you'd like to talk to
someone. Or when you do adm it
it, to wh om do you choose to talk?
This problem has been recognized by memberso[JohnCarroll
Un ivers ity and not ignored. Its
solution, or J:>art-t ime remedy, is
the Peer Advisor Program.
The program, which is run by
Carroll students, was started two
yearsagobymoderatorNancyTaylor, an adjunct professor of education a nd a counselor at the
un iversity's Counseli ng Services.
JCU's counseling program is located on th e second floor of the
Honors House on Belvoir Blvd.
Angi Terella, a senior and one
of the Peer Advisors,explained the
program. "We are a group to help
others, get them help or just listen ," she said. "We have connections to deal with more serious
problems. We have information
and numbers to most cr is is
hot lines and counselors."
The program is still in its fledgling state but me mbe rs believe it
ha s great promise. Students may
call about any problems they have.
"We want people to call. We
want to letthestudent body know
that there are other students willing to listen." saidjodi Glading, a
junior psychology major and secret a ry of the program . "We're not
counseling, per se. It's another
place to talk to those on your own
level We're not above anyone."
There is a training session to
become a peer advisor, and student sof all majors can participate.
In the training sessions, the advisors are given the numbers of cri-

sis hotlines and are trained to
handle different situations that
they may encounter while involved. The serious counseling,
however, is left to professionals.
The on-campus hot line is connected to the university's voice
mail system and picks up after
one ring. This voice mail is
checked three or four times a day
by one of the ad visors, and they
then return the calls promptly.
The Peer Advisors recently institutedanewimmediateresponse
system to the hot line process.
"On Thursday night there will
be a Peer Advisor answering calls
from 7to9 p.m'' Terella sa id ."This
way, students can talk toanacrual
person rather than a machine."
"There haven't been any major
crises, but people tend to talk to
those they know are Peer Advisors," said Erica Dinger, a senior
sociology major and president of
the Peer Advisor Group. "We have
information on local places to go
to get help like the Cleveland
Clinic, and we have informational
packets on many thingsfrom time
management to eating disorders,"
she said.
"We want to let people know
that they don't have to go through
anything alone," Terella said. "We
know it's hard to talk, but we're
here to listen."
Although it may be intimidating for students to call and speak
to people they don't know, the program is designed to be as non-intimidating as possible. Members
of the Peer Advisor Program said
that they care about the well-being of the student body and are
trained and want to listen.
The number for the student
hotline is397-4562. Anyone is encouraged to call and speah with a

Peer Adviso~

College life is almost over and you're getting ready to trade in the freedom of progressive
thinking and cutting-edge ideas for a suit and stiff shoes. Well, it doesn't have to be that way.
If you want to begin leadi ng a progressive professional Life, join a company that's
committed to advancements, PROGRESSIVE.
At PROGRESSIVE, we believe that the only way to nurture creative approaches and
professional achievements is to give our employees the freedom to chart their own course and
make their own success. By practicing exactly what we believe, we've become one of the
nation's largest private passenger auto insurers and a preferred, state-of-the-art workplace
in northeast Ohio.
Come see us when we visit your campus on Tuesday, Novem~er 11, 1997. We have
great opportunities for bright, ambitious £gMf'V"TE~ S£r~N£E MAJg~S.
We encourage you to go beyond traditional thinking. Question the status quo. Check with the
Student Career Development Center to schedule an inteiView or to get more information.
Here·s your chance to work on chaUenging assignments, receive ongoing training, and be part af a real
team-oriented environment. Acasual dress code, competitive benefits, and a compensation package
that includes a 401(k) and Gainsharing program are just a few of the perks. Take a Look at our website
at www.auto-insurance.com to find mil: more about PROGRESSIVE.
If you can't see us while we're on campus, you ca n fax your resume-indicating job code 978POQUto 216-446-4855 or mail it to: Pnlgressive·, Information Services Division: 6300 Wilson Mills
Road, North Building-N200; Mayfield Village. OH 44143. Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/0/V.

~

/~ PROGREIIIVE.
/
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The music group Duran Duran, famous for its
hits 'Hungry Like a Wolf ,"Girlson Film ,' and 'The
. .Wild Boys' is coming back
to Cleveland . They will be appeanng at the Lakewood Civic
Auditorium at8 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 22
A 1though
threeof the original members(basslstjohn
Taylor, guitarist Andy Taylor, and drummer Roger
Taylor) have
left, the ather onginals Cfrontman Simon LeBon and keyboard
player Nick Rhodes) are still playing Joinmg them 1s guitarist
Warren Cuccurullo, formerly with Frank Zappa and Missing
Persons. Tickets are on sale now through Ticket master. Prices are
$27.50 and $35 for reserved seats
Now through Nov. 21 , 'Moon Over Buffalo' is
playing at the Cleveland Play House. A farce of the
play by Kenneth Ludw1g, 'Moon Over Buffalo" is
thestoryof a husband and wifeactingduotouringthe boondocks
in the 1950s. Their act cons1sts .of using a rotanng rep of 'Cyrano
de Bergerac' and "Private Lives.' While on tour the couple learns
that the great d1rector Frank Capra is coming to a performance in
Buffalo. Anxiety, alcohol and a gridlock of mistaken identity fill
this comedy.
DANCECleveland will sponsor a dance class
conducted l:ly mem bersof the world-renowned The
Parsons Dance Company, Saturday morning, ov.
8.
This
class
is
a rare opportunity fort hose interested in dance to
take instructions with one of the most famous modern dance
companies m the world The class is for those who enjoy moving
and dancing,
and no formal trainingisnecessary. The
class will be
heldatClevelandStateUniversityfrom
lQJO a.m.- 12
p.m. Reservations are requued andean
be made at
861-2213. Thereisa$10fee. The Parsons
Dance Com
panywillperformonNov.7and8atthe
Ohio Theater,
inPlayhouseSquare,at8p.m. Theywill
perform selections from their famous piece Caught and a newer
piece, Closure. To order tickets for this performance,call Advantix
at 241-6000.

tJ,

Looking for something to do while it is still
nice outside? Then travel down to the Cleveland
Metroparks this weekend . On Saturday, Nov. 8
you can journey to the Center of Bedford,' discovering the Great
Fa Ils of Tinker's Creek and piecing together the puzzle of what it
used \O loQklike C.ll34l:ll:'i2 for more i'~tf~rmat~io~~-QJ1)si...+.
a ~o rake pa rr tn the 'R ocl< y River Valley Srory.' rom
Amen ans to modern rimes, the Rocky River Valley has a story to
tell join Naturahst FrancesToppingon a 2-mile hike to see signs
of these stories. Call ( 440l 734-6660 for more information.

Just the mouie you·ue
=s
usa:: .:. .:.="Ma=llck_ B
_ e_ an Waiting for
Assistant Entertainment Editor

Mr. Bean.
Let me guess- you enher fmd
him truly annoying or the work
of a true genius. There is no
middle ground. Either you love
him or you hate him.
Regardless of your own personalopinion , the Bean character
has grown into a phenomenon.
Along witl'j,theenormoussuccess
it has received in Britain,thecharacter has appeared on Broadway
as well as 75 PBS stations around
the United States. The next logical step,of course, is a feature film.
The fllm is Bean, starring
Rowan Atkinson, who created the
character, along with writer Richard Curtis.
In the movie, unlike any other
point in the character's history,
Mr. Bean has a job. He is an employee of London's National Art
Gallery, only holding the job because he has endeared himself to
the Chairman of the Board .
The other board members, in
an attempt roger rid of him, send
him off to Ame rica as the art expert who will accompany the
masterpiece Whistler's Mother to
a museum in los Angeles.
Mr. Bean is to stay with art h istorian and curator of the Grierson
Gallery, David langley (Peter
MacNicol). Though Langleyisexcited about his guest, his wife
(Pamela Reed) and children
(Tricia Vessey and Andrew J
Lawrence) are not happy with the
arrangements.

If you haven't been to the ~
OmnimaK Theater at the Great
••
.. .
LakesScienceCentertoseeAfrica:
The Serengeti, time is running out. This truelife documentary of the s urvival of the fittest
in Afnca will be ending its run in a few short weeks. This
powerful piece shows the lives of lions. zebras, elephants and
many more animals. For more information, call 694-2000.

Coming Attractions were compiled by Colleen Leslie, Entertainment Edt tor: Graphtcs by I he 'mysteriou s' Katie Gibbons.

Rowan Atkinson stars as the
mischievous Mr. Bean_

Bean: As usual, Bean makes a bad situation worse as he strangles
his American host, played by Peter MacNichol.
Of course, Bean rna nages to cause displays a number of talented
agreatdealof destruction during his performances by some wellstay: forcing Langley'sfamily to move known actors.
Atkinson has been seen in
out, putting Langley's job on the line,
and defacing a priceless masterpiece. the movies Four Weddings and
"He's not the kind of person one a Funeral and Never Say Never
would choose to have dinner with," Again with Sean Connery He
Atkinson said when describing his also became a founding memcharacter. "He's self -centered and ber of the BBC's Not the Nine
self -serving. just a nightmare really. O'Clock News and helped create
But a bundle of fun to watch-from a the situation tragedy Black
Adder for the BBC. gaining him
safe distance."
The movie, besides showcasing a great amount of popularity in
Bean's infantile mayhem, attempts to Britain.
Peter MacNicol, playing
take the cha racter to a deeper level.
The kind of setting that Bean is usu- David Langley, has been inally placed in, television sketches, had volved with the television
himcreating his destruction and then drama Chicago Hop e. and was
· the villainous museum curator
walking away from it.
That just couldn't be done in a in Ghost busters II.
Pamela Reed plays Langley's
movie, realistically. He'sactually living inth esame housew it this fam- wife, Alison . She ha s starred in
ily, he can't just cause trouble and movies twice with Arnold
have it be okay the next day. He is Schwarzenegger, in Kindergarforced to see the results of his actions ten Cop a nd junior, and twice
with Robin Williams in
firsthand.
In the film , for once, we find Bean Cadillac Man and The Best of
accepting responsibility for his ac- Times.
To top off the excitement,
tions and acknowledging that he may
have caused others pain and incon- Burt Reynolds also makes a special appearance in the film as
venience.
So, in effect, we see Mr. Bean grow- General Newton, the wealthy
ing as a person and gaining a new benefactor who purchases the
emotional level that has never been painting for the Grierson Gallery.
seen before.
Bean opens tomorrow. Check
Along with creating a new and
local
listings for theaters and
complex psyche for the previously
"just mischievous" Bean , the movie times.
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'SPECIALTY DRINKS & SHOTS
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SPINNING THE BEST IN 80's RETRO DANCE
MUSIC AND ALL YOUR REQESTS

$2 IMPORt'S AND $1DRAFJ'S

GREGT BRANDY TRio
JCU lADIES NIGHT-FREE WITH JCU m.
$ 2 MUG NIGHT-BUY A MUG FOR $ 2 AND GET $1
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Tears turning Men's swimming
looks to reclaim
to laughter
lost OAC title
Two years ago today, Art Modell
a nnounccd on a stage cons rrucred
in front of Baltimore's Inner Harbor that he had decided to move
his organization to Balumore.
For me, Nov 6, 1995, remains
thesaddest day in Cleveland sports
history. Sadder
than the day
John
Elway
drove the Broncos 98 yards for
a game-tying
touchdown to
set up Rich
Karlis' disputed
game-winning
Commentary field goal in
Brian Murphy overtime of the
1986
AFC
Championship Game. Or the day
F:rnest Byner fumbled jus t twoyardsfrom paydirt, preventing the
Browns from advancing to the
1987Super Bowl. OrthethirdAFC
Championship Game loss in 1989.
Or the day my hero and
Cleveland's hometown boy Bernie
Kosar was released .
And that's jus t the Browns'
low! ig h ts. Don't forget about "The
Shot" or the trade of Mark Price or
the lin e drive barely clearing
Charles Nagy's glove or Robby
Alomarsingle-handedlywinning
the 1996 AL Division Series or the
1995 World Se ries.
Those all hurt, but the Browns'
move hurt more because it left a
void. At least Cleveland still has
the Indians and Cavs to cheer.
Maybe one day they might even
win championships. But for the
time being, the Brownscan'toffer
Cleveland that chance. There will
" be'nlnearsoh:heet ht:tlrusethe
is no team to invoke them .
There were plenty of laughs,
th ough ,the day Modell announced
the move. What an utterly gross
display of professionalism it was.
Modell and Maryland governor
ParisGlendenningjoked about the
secret meetings on a jet plane to
negotiate the move. They loved
every minute of the proceedings.
Clevelanders, on the other
hand, were shocked. The Browns
were a cornerstone of the Clevela nd com munity. Now they were
going, going, gone. Shock merged
w ith sadness to create a feeling of
total disbelief.
But who is getting the last laugh
now7 As the Ravens prepare to
play the 26thgameof their storied
history, they have an overall record
of8-17. Modell is indebt up to his
ears , he has a defense which
couldn't stop a sixth-grade offense,
a quarterback who puts up bigstatistics until cl utch time when he
chokes, a running back who's
sweating the fact that his probation could be revoked at any rime
and the team has lost four of its
last fivegamesafterstarting3-l.
Ironically, I become a Pittsburgh Steeler fan Sunday Roo ting
for the hated rival is tough for a
d1e -hard Browns fan. Idon't like it
except for 1he factt hat the Steelers
play th e Ravens Sunday night.
Every Sunday, I hope the
Ravens lose. It 's even better when
Vinnie throws a late game interception as he is leading the team
on a game-winningdnveor when
the defense reli nquishesa 28-poi nt
halftime lead
The Dawgs are scheduled to
resume barking in 1999. But until
then, the Dawgs will have tosenle
for laughmg at the Ravens. And
remember, no secrets.

Jennl McGregor
Sports Reporter

The john Carroll University
men'sswimminganddivmgteam

is looking to regain the Ohw Athlwc Conference crown it lost at
the 1997 conference championships. Mount Union endedjCU's
string of seven consecutive OAC
championshi ps,defeatingthe Blue
Streaks. 558-545
JCU head coach Matt Lenhart
said to regain the conference title

7
JCU must improve. "The conference isgettingsrronger all around,
so we need to s tep up our efforts,"
he said.
The Blue Streaks must find a
way to soften the loss of four allOAC performers to graduation.
Key returners inc! ude senior Brad
Wilson, junior Patrick Carey and

sophomores Peter Wais and Rob
Brenner. TheStreaksalsohavetwo
of the premier divers in the OAC
in senior Dan Ansevin and junior
Chuck Aquino. All six were allconference performers, but none
won an individual event at the
OAC championshtps.

see SWIMMING, page 8
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Introducing Ameritech Pick Up & Go Cellular.SM
It's the revolutionary way to bring cellular power to the people.
Pick Up & Go Cellular"' gives you the freedom to pay only for what you use.
No contracts, no credit applications, no monthly bills. Exercise the right to go
cellular with Ameritech Pick Up & Go Cellular~
Available at your Ameritech Cellular Center today!

Beachwood Place
Beachwood
591-1141

5686 Mayfield Rd.
Lyndhurst
449-5500

~erite~
Use of Ameritech Pick Up & Go CeNular"" sefVice is subject to lhe terms and condtions prOIIided lo you allhe point of sale.
Pick Up and Go Cellular"" service is non-refundable. Ameritech is no1 responsible for toss, 1hell or unauthorized ~ of Pick Up and Go Cellular""
cards or sefllice. Your account balance is good for 60 days after your most recent depoSit. Your phone will remalll activ8 piOYtded a depoSit IS made
lo your accounl fllllll)' 90 days. Available at par1iclpatJng locations.
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The music group Duran Duran, famous for its
hits"Hungrylikea Wolf,'"Girlson Film," and "The
. .Wild Boys' is coming back
to Cleveland . They will be appearing atthe Lakewood Civic
Auditorium at8 p.mon Saturday; Nov. 22.
A It hough
threeof the original members(bassistJohn
Taylor, gui tarist Andy Taylor, and drummer Roger
Taylor) have
left, the ather onginals (frontman Simon LeBon and keyboard
player Nick Rhodes) are still playing. Join ing them is gunarist
Warren Cuccurullo, formerly with Frank Zappa and Missing
Persons. Tickets are on sale now through Ticket master. Prices are
$27.50 and $35 for reserved seats
Now through Nov. 21, "Moon Over Buffalo' is
playing at the Cleveland Play House. A farce of the
play by Kenneth Ludw1g, "Moon Over Buffalo" is
the story of a husband and wifeactingduotouringthe boondocks
m the 1950s. Their act consists ,of using a rotating rep of 'Cyrano
de Bergerac· and "Pnvate Lives.' While on tour the couple learns
that the great director Frank Capra is coming to a performance in
Buffalo. Anxiety, alcohol and a gridlock of mistaken identity fill
this comedy
DANCECleveland will sponsor a dance class
conducted by members of the world-renowned The
Parsons Dance Company, Saturday morning, Nov.
8.
This
class
is
a rare opportunity for those interested in dance to
take instructions with one of the most famous modern dance
companies m the world. The class IS fort hose who enjoy moving
and dancing,
and no formal trainingis necessary. The
clas.s will be
heldatClevelandStateUniversityfrom
10:30 a.m - 12
p.m. Reservations are required and can
be made at
861-2213. Thereisa$l0fee. The Parsons
Dance Com
panywill perform on Nov. 7 and Bat the
in PlayhouseSquare,at8 p.m. They will
Oh10 Theater,
perform selections from their famous piece Caught and a newer
piece,C!osu re. To order tickets for this performance,call Advantix
at 241-6000.

tJ,

Looking for something to do while it is still
nice outside? Then travel down to the Cleveland
Metroparks this weekend. On Saturday, Nov 8
you can 'journey to the Center of Bedford,' discover ing t heGreat
Falls of Tinker's Creek and piecing toge ther th e puzzle of what it

Susan Mallek

Assistant Entertainment Editor

Mr. Bean.
Let me guess-you either find
him truly annoying or the work
of a true genius. There is no
m1ddle ground. Eicher you love
him or you hate him.
Regardless of your own personal opinion, the Bean character
has grown into a phenomenon.
Along with, the enormoussuccess
it has received in Britain, the character has appeared on Broadway
as well as 75 PBS stations around
the Umted States. The next logicalstep,of course, is a feature film.
The f1lm is Bean, starring
Rowan Atkinson, who created the
character, along with writer Richard Curtis
In the movie, unlike any other
point in the character's history,
Mr. Bean has a job. He is an employee of London's National Art
Gallery, only holding the job because he has endeared himself to
the Chairman of the Board.
The ocher board members, in
an attempt to get rid of him , send
him off to A me rica as the art expert who will accompany t he
masterpiece Whistler's Mother to
a museum in Los Angeles.
Mr. Bean is to stay with art historian and cu rator of the Grierson
Gallery, David Langley (Peter
MacNicoll. Though Langleyisexcited abou t his g uest, h is w ife
(Pamela Reed) and children
(Tri c ia Vessey and An d rew j.
Lawrence)arenotha ppywith the
arrangemen ts.

used to look.li~ Cal\ )4 ·Jl52 for more infr~r !Tult~ir;>~lliltillllsl~

a <;o rake pa rr in rhe "Rocky R1ver Valley Srory• -rom
ve
A men can to modern 1imes, the Rocky River Valley has a story to
tell. Jom Naturalist Frances Topping o n a 2-m ile h ike co see signs
of these stories. Call (440) 734-6660 for more infor macio n.

If you haven 't been to t he ~
·
Omn imax Theater at the Great
••
LakesScienceCentertosee Africa:
. ..
e Screngeti, time is run ning out. This tr uelife documentary of the survival of t he fittest
in Africa will be ending its run in a few s hort weeks. Thi s
powerful piece shows the li ves of lions, zebras, elephants and
many more ammals. For more informat ion, ca11694-2000.

Coming Atl ractions were co mpiled by Colleen Les lie, Entertainment Editor. Graphics by th e 'mysterious' Kati e Gibbons.
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MeltsSI Moseley

Rowan Atkinson stars as the
mischievous Mr. Bean.

Bean: As usual, Bean makes a bad situation worse as he strangles
his American host, played by Peter MacNichol.
Of course, Bean manages to cause
a great deal of destruction during his
stay: forc ing Langley's family to move
out , putting Langley's JOb on the line,
and defacing a priceless masterpiece
"He's not the kind of person one
would c hoose to have dinner with,"
Atkinson said when describing his
character. "He's self -centered and
self-serv ing. just a nightmare reall y.
But a bundle of fun to watch-from a
safe distance."
The mov ie, besides showcasing
Bean's infanti le mayhem, attempts to
take the character to a deeper level.
The kind of setting that Bean is usual! y placed in, television sketches, had
him creating his destr uction and then
walki ng away from it.
That just couldn't be do ne in a
movie, realistically. He's actually livmg in the same house with this family, he can't just cause t rouble and
have it be ok ay t he next day. He is
forced to see th e res ul ts of his actions
[irsthand.
In th e film , fo r once, we fi nd Bean
accepti ng responsibility for his actions and ac knowledging that he may
have ca used others pain and inconvenience.
So, in effect, we see Mr. Bea n growing as a person and gai ning a new
emotio nal level th at has never been
seen before.
Alo ng w ith creating a new and
complex psyche for the previously
"just misc hievous" Bean, the mov ie

displays a number of talented
performances by some wellknown actors.
Atkinson has been seen in
the movies FourWeddingsand
a Funeral and Never Say Never
Again wit h Sean Connery. He
also became a found ing m e mber of the BBC's Not the Ni ne
O'Clock News and helped create
t he s itua tion tragedy Bl ack
Adde r for t he BBC, ga ining him
a great amou nt of popularity in
Britain.
Pete r MacNicol , p l aying
David Langley, has been involved wit h t h e televisi on
dra m a Chicago Ho pe a nd was
the villainous museum curator
in Ghostbusters II .
Pamela Reed plays Langley's
wife , Alison. She has starred in
movies twice with Arnold
Schwarze negger, i n Kindergarten Cop a nd J unior, a nd twice
wit h Ro bin Williams i n
Cadillac Man and The Best of

Ti mes.
To top off the exc ite ment,
Burt Reynolds also makes a special a ppea ra nce in t he fil m as
Ge nera l Newton, the wealth y
benefac to r w ho p urc hases the
painting for th e Grierson Gallery.
Bean opens tomorrow. Check
local listings for theaters and
times.

SPORTS
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Tears turning
to laughter
Two years ago today. Art Modell
announced on a stage constructed
in front of Balnmore's Inner Harbor that he had decided to move
his organization co Baltimore.
For me, Nov. 6, 1995, remains
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Men's swimming
looks to reclaim
lost OAC title

is looking to regain the Ohio Ath- JCU must improve. "The confer- sophomores Peter Wais and Rob
letic Conference crown it lost at ence is getting stronger a !!around, Brenner. TheScreaksalsohavetwo
the 1997 conference champion- so we need to step up our efforts." of the premier divers in the OAC
ships. Mount Union endedjCU's he said.
in senior Dan Ansevin and junior
string of seven consecutive OAC
The Blue Streaks must find a Chuck Aquino. All six were allchampionships,defeatingtheBlue way to soften the loss of four all- conference performers, but none
Jennl McGregor
Streaks, 558-545
OAC performers to graduation. won an indtvidual event at the
Sports Reporter
JCU head coach Matt Lenhart Key returners include senior Brad OACchampionships.
The john Carroll University
men'sswimminganddivingteam said to regain the conference title Wilson, junior Patrick Carey and
see SWIMMING, page 8
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thesaddest day in Cleveland sports
history. Sadder
than the day
John
Elway
drove the Broncos 98 yards for
a game-tying
touchdown to
set up Rich
Karlis' disputed
game-winning
Commentary field goal in
Brian M urp hy overtime of the
1986
AFC
Championship Game. Or the day
Ernest Byner fumbled just twoya rds from payd irt, preventing the
Browns from ad vancing to the
l987SuperBowl. Ortheth irdAFC
ChampionshipGa me loss in 1989.
O r the day my hero and
Cleveland 's hometown boy Bernie
Kosar was released.
And that's just t he Browns'
lowlights. Don't forgetabout"The
Shot" or the trade of Mark Price or
t he line drive bare ly clearing
Cha rles Nagy's glove o r Robby
A lomarsingle-handedlywi nning
the 1996 AL Division Ser ies or the
1995 World Ser ies.
Those all h urt, but the Browns'
move hurt more because it left a
void. At lease Cleveland still has
th e Indians and Cavs to cheer.
Maybe one day they m ight even
w in championships. But for the
time being, t he Brown s can't offer
Cleveland that chance. There will
~be-no- tearsot.: heet~bet!ruse rhe~re-·t--~r-..-----~•JII!I\II'W....
is no team to invoke them .
There were plent y of laughs,
though , the day Modell anno unced
the move. What an utterly gross
d isplay of professio nali sm it was.
Modell a nd Maryla nd governor
ParisGlendenningjoked about the
secre t meet ings o n a jet plane to
negot ia te t he m ove. They loved
every min ute of the proceed ings.
C levela n d ers, on t he o ther
ha nd, were shocked . The Browns
were a cornerstone of the Cl evela nd commu nit y. Now the y were
going, going, gone Shock merged
with sadn ess co create a fee ling of
to ta I disbelief.
But w ho is getting the last laugh
no w? As the Ravens prepare to
pl ay the 26th ga me of th eir storied
It's the revolutionary way to bring cellular power to the people.
history, they have an overall record
of 8- 17. Modell is in de bt up to h is
Pick Up & Go Cellular'Mgives you the freedom to pay only for what you use.
ears, he has a defense which
cou ldn 't stop a sixth -grade offense,
a qua rterback w ho puts up big staNo contracts, no credit applications, no monthly bills. Exercise the right to go
tistics until clutc h ti me w hen he
chokes, a ru n ning back w ho's
cellular with Ameritech Pick Up & Go Cellular."'
sweating the fact t hat h is probation could be revoked ar any time
Available at your Ameritech Cellular Center today!
and the team has lost fo ur of its
las1 five games after starting3-L
Ironically, J become a Pittsburgh teeter fan Sunday. Rooting
5686 Mayfield Rd.
Beachwood Place
for the hated rival is cough for a
die hard Browns fan . I don 't like it
Lyndhurst
Beachwood
except fort he fact that the reelers
449-5500
591-1141
play the Ravens Sunday night.
Fvery Sunday, I hope the
Ral'ens lose. lt 'seven better when
V1nnie throws a late game interception as he is leading the team
on a game-wmningdnve or when
the defense reU nquishesa 28-point
halftime lead.
The Dawgs are scheduled to
resume barking in 1999. But until
then , che Dawg will have to settle
for laughmg at the Ravens. And
Use of Ameritech Pid< Up & Go Ceaular"' service is subject to the tenns and conditions provided to you at the. point of sale.
remember, no secrets.
Pick Up and Go Cellular"' service is non-refundable. Ameritech is not responsible tor losS, theft or unaut11orize!i use of Pick. Up and Go Cellular"'
cards or service. '!bur a=JUnt balance is good tor 60 days after your most recent deposd. '!bur phone Will remaJn actiVe provided a deposit IS made
to your aocount £>NerY 90 days Available at partlcrpabng locations.
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Introducing Ameritech Pick Up & Go Cellular.SM
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"SPECIALTY DRINKS & SHOTS
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DJ

SPINNING THE BEST IN 80's RETRO DANCE
MUSIC AND ALL YOUR REQESTS
$2 IMPORTS AND $1DRAF1'S

-~~ GRE!il' BRANDY T!uo

JCU LADIES NIGHT-FREE WITH JCU m.
$2 MUG NIGHT-BUY A MUG FOR $2 AND GET $1
UNDERGROUND DANCE
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NO COVER B-4 11PM
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R d
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Men's soccer gains share of OAC
regular season title
Mike Scott
Sports Report-er_ _ _ _ _ __

The season ended and 1he coin
came up tatls, so the john Carroll

Umvcrsny men'ssocccr team gets
the second seed 1n the Oh1o Ath letic Conference tournament
The placi ngs arc because of the

com toss that occurred Monday
S1nce both Otterbein and Carroll
finished the season tied for first
place, there was a coin toss to de-

JCU freshman David Barile (in W'hite) had an assist in a 4-1 victory over Marietta Saturday.

SWIMMING
continued from page 7

Women's swimming seeking ninth

Krlaten Stlh
Sport s Repone;:an unscorcd meet Scored compeWnh a solid nucleus returning
titions begin tomorrow whenjCU and a strong freshmen class, the
meets Washingron &Jefferson in john Carroll University women's
Wash1ngton, Pa
sw1mming and diving team is
"We have had a good attitude seek mg 1ts nll'lt h straight Ohio
dunngourcarly casonworkouts," Athletic Conference title.
Lenhart satd, "a nd I thmk there is
"Our team will be very good
a general feeli ng that we need to this season,"JCU head coach Matt
work that much hardertoaccom- Len hart sa td "We have a lot of
plish our goals th1s year"
depth and the freshmen class is

Compctuion lor the Slreaks

bega n S.11 un.lay at rhc OAC rcl ay5,

Gregor Martin
Junior, Soccer
Scored one goal and
assisted on another in
Saturday's 4-1 win over
Mari etta.

Now has

career-hi gh totals in
goals (3), assists (4),

(1 0) this

the most talented we've ever h.ad."
)CU return a maprity of last
year's team, led by senior Pam
Jimison, the most valuable swimmer at the 1997 OAC champion ships. OtherreturmngOACchampions include senior Carrie
Greenplate,juniorMonica Kramer,
sophomore Shannon Murphy and
jl,Jnior diver jul ie Randles.
Returningall -OACperformers
are seniors Brenna Carey and Kara
Newmeyer, and juniors Adrienne
Manzo and Leslie Butler, a diver.
The Streaks competed in the
unscored OAC Relays at Mount
Union Saturday. JCU begins its
scored meets Friday with a visitto
Washington &jefferson.
"We need 10 take the next step
from conference cham pions to na tiona! qualifiers,' Lenhart said.
"We have a realistic chance of
qua !if ying fort he NCAA meet and
breaking Of.C records."

term me the conference cham pion. agam, this time for their firstFollowmg the two were Marietta round matchup.
and Hiram , respectively.
Sophomore forward jeb
"I'm sorry that the season had Stewart said, "If we do play
to be settled wnh acoin toss,"jCU
Otterbein, it will be a tough game,
assistant coach RobertStraubsaid and we would love to beat them."
Whichever teams win their
The Streaks are making their
first-round games will play Satur- sixth straight appearance in the
day at the site of the higher-seeded conference tournament. They won
team. Ouerbem hosted H1ram yes- the tournament in 1993 and have
terday.
fmished second three times, each
The deciding coin flip was t1me to Hiram.
forced by the Streaks' b1g win over
Carroll's finish atop the conferMarietta Saturday in JCU's fmal ence is irs fifth OAC first-place finregularseson game. With th1s vic- ish in seven years.
tory, the Streaks finished the reguThe national playoffs could
lar season with a record of 11-5-1 still be on thedistant horizon,prooverall and a conference record of vided the Streak s finish the sea8-0-1.
son extremely strong.
The win against Marietta was
"We would cena mly need to
only the third Ohio Athletic Con- win the conference tou rnament,
ference game in which the Streaks but I think that we also need to
allowed a goal. However, they still play and bea t Otterbein in the
managed to win handily, 4-1. tournament," jCU head coach Ali
Leading the way was forward jon Kazemaini said. "Since they are
Bowman with two goals, and se- ranked ahead of us, and we tied
nior David Bartulovic, who added the first time we played, we have w
a goal and an assist.
show the voters that we are th e
Bowman was named co-OAC better team."
Player of the Week.
However, Kazemai ni seemed to
"Of course we wanted to fini sh feel that the conference tournathe season undefeated, so this ment was more important.
game was big," sophomore
"Our first goa l is to finish the
mid fielder Tom Frazinger said. "1 season undefeated and win the
think that we played really well. tournament," he said. 'I think that
We moved t he ball arou nd ,and we if we play as well as we can, we
played together."
should be able to do that. Then we
Yesterday, they saw Marietta will look at the national playoffs."

Cross country teams seventh at OACs
J. Brian Donnelly
Sports Reporter
The john Ca rroll University
cross country teams both placed
seventh in the Ohio Athletic Conference Championships Saturday.
The women's team struggled as
it was forced to compete without
its.second-best runner, freshman
Molly Lynch, who returned home
because of the death of her mother.
Sophomore Debbie Pagano,
who last year finished in the top
lO at the OAC Championships to
gain all-conference honors, placed
22nd. Her time of 20:26.7 was her
slowest time of the year.
Running in the second spot for
JCU was junior julie Thorud, who
ran a lifetime best tim e of 20:44.4.
"We were mentally drained," she
said. "We ran with a lot on our
minds, but we ran with heart."
Senior Penny Roxas, who ran a
season-best time to finish third
amongJCU runners, agreed. "This
ream has a lot of heart. It was hard
to come back mto this meet. We
ran the meet for Molly."
jCUwomen'sheadcoachKathy
Lanese said , "I really have w commend my athletes for being there

The circumstances were beyond
our control. It was hard for them
to compete."
Lanese said that the Regional
meet on November 15th will be a
tough test for her squad. The top
two teams and three individuals
from the Great Lakes Region will
qua lify for the national meet.
jCU men 's head coach Don
Stupica said that "the performances over the last two meets
were substantial] y better."
The Blue Streaks' top runner,
junior James VanDress, ran his
fastest conference championship
race, clocking in at 26:39. It was
the fifth straight meet in whi ch
he was the first Streak to cross the
fini sh line.
"Last year lfinished in the number one spot every race," he said. "1
started off slowly because of less
training over the summer, bur
picked it up in the last half. Up
until this week I had never ru n in
under 27 minutes, but I shattered
that."
Sophomore Nick Sellers also
ran well, finishing the course in
28:13, placing second for JCU and
45th overall.

IA NEWRESTALRANTWITHANI
(U) FAMIUAR NAME

Junior, Football
Ran for career-high 81
yards and scored two
touchdown s in JCU 's
35-10
v ictory
at
Heidelberg. Currently
leads the Streaks with
340

yards

on

the

I

.
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family traaitions
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Playoffs in sight
for football
Takes over fourth and final
playoff spot in North Region
Mark Boleky
fore the half.
ASSIStant Sports EditOr
On the second play of the th1rd
Head coach Tony DeCarlo told quarter, Heidelberg forced JCU's
h1s john Carroll Unive rsity foot- fourth turnover of the day deep in
ball team to keep its focus on win- jCU territory. With a chance to tie
mng and hopeeveryt h1ngelse falls the score, Heidelberg wasonl y able
mto place.
to kick a field goal, its last pomts
The Blue Streaks d1d just that of the game.
"They mostly tried running the
Saturday, defeating Heide lberg on
the road ,35-LO, in acomestclosely ball on us on that drive, and we
foug ht for much of the first three shut them down," said Schuster,
wh o co ntributed seve n tackles
quarters.
And 1mmediatel y following the and shared a sack with senior Bob
win, their playoff chances began juliana. "We did a really good job
stopping the run,iespeciall ylaf ter
to fall into place.
After losmg 1tsga me Saturday, the first series."
Turnovers are one of DeCarlo's
Adrian College (Mich) dropped
fro m its ranking of No. 4 in the biggest banes, and he feels lucky
NCAA Division Il l Coaches Nort h his team won despite committing
Region poll. The top fourteams in four. Caserio,returningaftermisseach region advance to the ing the previous week with a hairline fracture in his jaw, threw three
postseason.
"We knew right af ter the game," interception~ and fumbled once
sa id semor defensive tackle jason when he was hi t hard on a blind
Schuster. "l twasdefinitelyagreat side sack
feeling as soon as someone said
"As a head coach,! never like to
[that Admn losrl.
lose the turnover battle, and we
"We talked about it after the did thatonSaturday,"said DeCarlo.
game, that even though we lost a "However, to our credit, we were
ga me, we still may have a chance able to right the ship in the second
to prove ourselves in the playoffs." half and fmish strong."
The latest poll, released Mon The defense certainly played a
day, has th e Streaks (7-1, 6-1 OAC) big part in making up for the givein the No.4 spot in the region with aways The squad did not allow a
remaining games against Hiram touchdown for the fourth time in
and ldw!n-Wallace. jCU is also the la st five ga mes, with
n ked No. 9 nauona ll y by rhe He1delberg's only touchdown
coming on a fir st quarter interFoot ha II Gaz ette .
"!The' coaching staff! had ception return.
stressed the importance of plugSenior linebacker London
gmg along," said DeCarlo. "Good Fletcher had 19 tackles and rethin gs happe n when you do, and corded 1.5 sacks. The defensive
they did."
unit talli ed six sacks on the day, a
Although rhe Student Princes single game season best.
were not expected to be among
On the other side of the ball,
j CU's rop competition of the year, the Carroll offense put up the sec thestrongHeidelbergddense held ond-most points Heidelberg has
Car roll w only a 14-71ead in the allowed this year. "We took advanfirst half. junior wide receiver tageof a couple of things they gave
john Pnestap caught a five-yard us, such as their safeties coming
scoringpassearly in the first quar- up," said Priestap, who had four
ter, and junior tai lback Mike Ten catches for 60 yards. "Take away
Brink broke a 7-7 tie with a four- the turnovers, l thought the ofyard touchdown run shortly be- fense played real well and our

s
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john Carroll Universny head wresthng coach
Kerry Volkmann hopes history can repeat nself
this year
'john Carroll wre tling has a history o( rc loadmg rat her than rebuild mg.' he said 'We ccnainly
have enough returmng talent to reload, but there
are some spots in the lineup that may get a bn
more competitive with the arrival of our fresh men
JCU must find a way to replace four all -conference wrestlers, who combi ned for 297 career victories. Returning nauonal qualifiers, senior Chns
Roman (ISO pounds), and juniorsjust1n Kcrr(l77)
and Brandon Steinmetz (134), will lead the way.
The Blue Streaks will also look to four returning starters, seve n returning letterwinners, and a
fine freshmen class to follow up on last year's
record-settingseason.JCU won 21 of 24dual meets,
fi nished second at both the Division Ill National
Duals and OAC ChampiOnships and 12th at the
NCAA Championships.
"This season, we should have the kind of team
that will steadily improve throughout the year,'
Volkmann said. "There IS an upside to a young
team with experience in that potential can be
realized. This should be an inte resti ng year for us."

IN THE ZONE - junior David Bartulovic has
six goals and four ass1sts in the last eight games. 16
of h1s 19 points this season have come in OA
matches .... junior Christian Hansen scored his
first goal of the season during the Moun t mat ch.
.. jumorGregor Martin has reached ca reer hi ghs in
goals, assists and points this season. . Senior
Grant Mast is second in the OAC With a 0.57 goals
against average in OAC matches.

s

complied over lOOyardsreturningpums. He now
needs onl y 162 yards to break the CAA DIVISion
111 record of 688 yards set by Ferrum's Melvin
Dillard m 1990. He lead the OAC averagmg 18.8
yards per return.
CLOSIN' IN - Semor london Fletcher needs 21
tack le to break Dave Rastoka's stngle- eason
record of 167. . . junior John Priestap has now
caught a pass in 17 straight games
Freshman
josh Schneider contmues to lead the OAC avcraging 43.3 yards per kiCk
ROCK SOLID - The JCU defense is the second
ranked rushing, conngand total defense, and third
ranked passing defense 1n the OAC.
J U IS
number one m thcOA in punt return and k1c koff
return average, takeaways and turnove r margin
PICKIN'UPTHE PACE Afterrushing for only
493 yards in its first SIX games,j(U has racked up
370 yards on the ground 111 the last two contests.

THIS WEEK The Blue treak football team
rravelstoHiram (2-6, 1-60A ) aturdayrotakeon
theTerrier beginnmgat 130 pm. WUJC-FM/88.7
will broadcast all the action.
Hiram got its flr t OAC victory of 1997 last
wcek,defeatmgCapital in verumc, 54 42 incc
1990, when H1ram JOined the OA ·. JCU 1 7-0
aga1nst H1ram, and has never allowed more than
one to uchd own, I nclud1 ng four shu touts of the Tcrners. Last ycar,JCU bea t Hiram , 27 7, Jt Wa ·mer
Field.

DENIED Th1syear'svolleyballrcam set a school
record for solo blocks With 238, break1ng the old
THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME - The men's record of 186 set in 1991 .. jumors Laura Sluyk
soccerreamis 50-2-5ath mcmthel99 's, mdud and Molly Ridenour arc th1rd and fourth , respec
ing 4-0 I this season on the Grasselli From I ;~wn uvcly, i.n t ht· OAC Ill b1ocb per P,Jm e. f' rcshm<ln
eld.

SPECIAL DELIVERY - Sophomore David
Ziegler's 104 punt return yards against Heidel berg
Saturday marked the second straight week he has
game plan was solid.'
In his two previous games
against Heidelberg, Caserio had
averaged 300 yards per. He threw
much less this time around, and
emassed 191 yards on 12-of-19
passing with touchdowns to
Priestap and sophomore David
Ziegler. He also ran for the final
score in the fourth quarter on a 7-

BRIAN MURPHY

while Hetdelbergsawthreeorfour.
yard play action keeper.
Ten Brink has continued to At this point m the season, avoidimprove, and may have emerged ing more mjuries will be key for
as the featured back in the jCU JCU to hold on to its current playsystem. He ran for a career-high off spor.
"It was a real good game,health81 yards, and scored two touchWISe, and Heidelberg is a physical
downs.
Another significant occur- team," said Priestap. "We hope we
rence for the Streaks was the lack can do it again. The Hiram game
of any real injury in the game, will be very important for that.'

Volleyball ends disappointing season
Matt Rayl
Sports Reporter
A season of heart breakmg disappoin tmems and unfulfilled expec tations for the
john arroll University volleyball team
ca me to an end Saturday at Marietta.
For the first time since 1990, Carroll will
not panictpate in the Ohio Athletic Con-

Analysis
fcrence postseason tournament, on ly one
yea r after reaching th e Final Eight of the
Division Ill National Tournament. The Last
time a Bl ue Streak team finished with a
losmg record in both conference and overall playwasalsom 1990.
The Pioneers swept the Streaks05-17, 36 OAC), 15-10, 15-13, 15-12, to extinguish
any flicker of hopejCU had of making the
playoffs Carroll enpyed late leads in both
the second and th1rd games, but could not
come up with the cruc1al points_
"It was a really disappointing loss on
Saturday," senior Lon Hammer said. "We
were up five or six points at different times.
They gave us every chance to win, but we
just couldn't capitalize."

"We failed to put the ball away when we
needed ro," JCU head coach Gretchen
Weitbrecht said. "When you have the lead,
you need toexecu te at that point. We seemed
to hit the wall and several things took over."
One of th ose things was an apparent
Loss of confidence, something that has
plagued the Streaks all year, resulting in
the1rsubsequent inconsistency on the floor.
"When you lose the lead late in the game,
all of a sudden you start wondering, 'What
happened7'" Weitbrecht sa id . "T here IS a
tendency to stop focus ing on the pomt at
hand''
If the Streaks had defeated the Pioneers,
and with some help from otherteams In the
confere nce, 1hey would have kept intact
their string of co nsecu uve trips to the
postseason_ However, as wast he case most
of the year,John Carroll could not win the
b1ggame.
ln retrospect, one week in particular
seemed to affect Carroll more than any
other Successive losses to ranked teams
Mount Union, Wittenberg,and Muskingum
hurt the team far more than they appeared
to at the time.
"Any time you lose three marches to
ranked teams, it's gomg to shake your confidence ," Wettbrecht said. "We struggled
rheweeksaf terthose matches. It was really

tough to get anykindof flowgoingor keep
a consistent confidence level."
Weitbrech t also felt that a few more wins
in close matches earlier in the season could
have propelled the Streaks mto the playoffs.
Prior to the OAC schedule, mconsistency
during tournament play set the tone for the
rest of the season, as Carroll struggled to
keep themselves at or near the 500 mark.
The loss to Marietta on Saturday afternoon brought an end to a frus trating year
fora team so accustomed towinning. It was
the first nme m five seasons thatjCU (ailed
to win at least 20 matches.
"We're a little upset smcc we played very
hard this year," said sophomore Missy
Sam blanet. "lt's disappo1ntingro havc never
found out what we needed to do to win"
Despite a tough few months, the john
Carroll womenarealready lookingforward
to next year.
"One thing we can do is build on the
determi nallon we felt as a team," jun 1or
Kelly Zobel said. 1In the off-season I. we all
have a chance to continue to learn how to
play together and how to wm"
One thing the Streaks have going for
them ts the youth of the program. Carroll
loses only one senior in captatn Lori Hammer, meaning several players will have to
step up and play key roles next season

Hammer completes her career as the
school record holder in games played with
447. She isalsosecond all-ume m digs and
fifth m ktlls.
"I saw a lot of md1vidual improvements
that helped the team," Wettbrecht said
"That is always a goal at the begmmng of
the season. Our younger players were really
able to bond together wnh each other and
the rest of the team.
A lack of chemistry on the floor was
probably the most important reason for the
outcome of the season
"We always had great chemistry off the
court, but wecouldn't transfer that onto the
floor," Samblanet said "Hopefully, we'll be
able to learn from our past expenences. We
know what we went through th1syear;we're
not gomg to let it happen next season."
"Maybe there was just too much of an
unknown," offered Wettbrccht as an explanation to the year's many unanswered questions "With a lithe new faces , we just didn't
knowwhattoexpectfromeachother. When
you have chemistry, you don't understand
why, and when you don't, you don't understand why either.
"Bur experience ts a great teacher, and as
long as wedon'tfocuson theoutcomeof the
season, we'll be able to build on the experiences we have under our belt."
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Men's soccer gains share of OAC
regular season title
Mike Scott
Sports Reporter

The season ended and the com
came up tails, so the john Ca rroll

University men'ssoccerteam gets
the second seed 1n the Ohio Athletic Conference tournament.
The placingsare because of the

coin ross that occurred Monday.
Since both Otterbein and Carroll
finished the season tied for first
place, there was a coin toss to de-

JCU freshman David Barile (in vmite) had an assist in a 4-1 victory over Mari etta Saturday.

SWIMMING

Women's swimming seeking ninth

continued from page 7
Competition for the SLreaks

Krlaten Stlh

bf·gan 'i;.uurdayaithe OA( relays,

Sports Reporter

an unscored meet. Scored ompetiti ns begin tomorrow whenjCU
meers Washington & jefferson in
Wa htngton, Pa.
"We have had a good atti tude
dunngourearlyscason workouts,"
Lenhart aid, "a nd 1 think there is
a general feelmg that we need to
work that much harder to accomplish ou r goals this year."

With a solid nucleus returni ng
and a strong freshmen class, the
John Carroll University women's
swimming and divmg team is
seeking 1ts ninth straight Ohio
Athletic Confe rence title.
"Our team wi ll be very good
this season,' jCU head coach Matt
Lenhart said. 'We have a lot of
depth and the freshmen class is

Gregor Martin
Junior, Soccer
Scored one goal and
assisted on another in
Saturday's 4-1 win over
Marietta.
Now has
career-high totals in
goals (3), assists (4) ,
(1 0) this

the most tale.nted we've e.ver had."
jCU returns a majori ty of last
year's team, led by senior Pam
Jimison, the most valuable swimmer at the 1997 OAC championships. OtherreturningOACchampions tnclude senior Carrie
Greenpla te,junior Monica Kra mer,
sophomore Shannon Murphy and
jynior diver Jul ie Randles.
Return inga ll-OACperformers
are seniors Brenna Carey and Kara
Newmeyer, and juniors Ad rienne
Manzo and Leslie Butler, a diver.
The Streaks competed in the
unscored OAC Relays at Mount
Umon Saturday. JCU begins its
scored meets Fr iday with a visit to
Washington & Jefferson.
"We need to take the nex t step
f rornconferencechampions to national qualifiers," Lenhart sa id.
"We have a realistic chance of
qua lifymgfor the NCAA meet and
breaking Of.C records."

term ine the conference cham pion
Followmg the two we re Marietta
and Hiram, respectively.
"I'm sorry that the season had
to be sett led with a coin toss,' jCU
assistantcoach RobenStraubsatd .
Whichever teams win their
first-round games will play Saturday at thesiteof the htgher-seeded
team . Otterbem hosted Hiram yesterday.
The deciding coin flip was
fo rced by the Strea ks' big win over
Marietta Saturday in JCU's final
regu larseson game. With this victory, the Strea ks finished the reguLar season with a record of ll-5-l
overall and a conference record of
8-0-1.
The win aga inst Marietta was
only the th ird Ohio Athletic Conferencegame in which the Streaks
allowed a goal. However,theysull
managed to win handily, 4-l.
Leading the way was forward Jon
Bowman with two goa ls, and senior David Bartulovic, who added
a goal and an assist
Bowman was named co-OAC
Player of the Week.
"Of course we wamed to finish
the season undefeated, so this
game was big," sophomore
mid fielder Tom Frazinger said. "I
th ink that we played really welL
We moved the ball around, and we
played together."
Yesterday, they saw Marietta

again, this time for thetr firstround match up.
Sophomore forward jeb
Stewart said, "lf we do play
Otterbein, it will be a rough game,
and we would love tO beat them."
The St reaks are making their
sixth straigh t appearance in the
conference tournament They won
the tournament tn 1993 and have
finished second three times, each
time to Hiram.
Carroll's fin ish atop the conferenceisitsfif th OACfirst-place fin ish in seven years.
The national playoffs could
still be on the distant horizon , provided the Streaks finish the season extremely strong.
"We would certainly need to
win the con ference tournament,
but l think th at we also need ro
play and bear Otterbein in the
tournament," JCU head coach Ali
Kazemaini said. "Since they are
ra nked ahead of us, and we ued
the first time we played, we have to
show the voters that we are the
better team."
Howeve r,Kazema ini seemed to
feel that the conference tournament was more important.
"Our first goal is to finish the
season undefeated and win the
to urnament," he said. 'I think that
if we play as well as we can, we
should be able to do that. Then we
will look at the national playoffs."

Cross country teams sev enth at OACs
J. Brian Domelly
Sports Reporter

The john Carroll University
cross co untry teams both placed
seventh in the OhioAthleticConference Championships Saturday.
The women's team st ruggled as
it was forced to compete without
its.second-best run ner, freshma n
Molly Lynch , who returned horne
because of thedeathof her mother.
Sophomore Debbie Pagano,
who last year fin ished in the top
lO at the OAC Championships to
gain all-conference honors,placed
22nd. Her time of 20:26.7 was her
slowest time of the year.
Running in the second spot for
JCU was junior julie Thorud, who
ran a lifetime best time of 20:44.4.
"We were mentally dramed," she
said. "We ran with a lot on our
minds, but we ran with heart ."
Senior PennyRoxas, who ra n a
season-best time to finis h thi rd
arnongjCU r unners, agreed. "This
tea m has a lot of heart. lt was hard
to come back into this meet. We
ran the meet for Molly."
JCU women's head coach Kathy
Lanese said, "I really have to commend my a thletes for bei ng there.

The ctrcumstances were beyond
our control. It was hard for them
to com pete."
Lanese said that the Regiona l
meet on ovember 15t h will be a
tough test for her squad. The top
two teams and three individuals
from the Great Lakes Region will
qualify for the national meet.
JCU men's head coach Don
Stupica said that "the performances over the last two meets
were su bsta miall y better."
The Blue Streaks' top runner,
junior James VanDress, ran his
fastest conference championship
race, clocking in at 26:39. lt was
the fif th straight meet in which
he was the first Streak to cross the
finish line.
"Last year !finished inthe number one spot every race," he said. "1
started off slowly because of less
training over the summer, but
picked it up in the last half . Up
un til this week I had never ru n in
under 27 minutes, but I shattered
that."
Sophomore Nick Sellers also
ran well, fi nishing the course in
28:13, placing second for JCU and
45th overall.
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Junior, Football
Ran for career-high 81
yards and scored two
touchdowns in JCU 's
35-10
victory
at
Heidelberg. Currently
leads the Streaks with
340 yards on the
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Playoffs in sight
for football
Takes over fourth and final
playoff spot in North Region
Mark Boleky
Assist ant Sports Editor
Head coach Tony DeCa rl o told
his John Carroll Untversity foo tball team to keep its focus on winIll ngand hopeeveryt hi ng else falls
into place.
The Blue Streaks did just that
Saturday, defeating Heidelberg on
the road,35-10, in a contest closely
foug ht for much of the ftrst three
quarters.
And immediately following the
win, t heir playoff chances began
to fall into place.
After losing its game Saturday,
Adrian College (Mic h) dropped
from its ranking of No.4 in the
NCAA Division Ill Coaches North
Region poll. The top four teams in
each reg w n ad va nee to the
postseason.
"We knew right after the game,"
said senior defensive tackle jason
Schuster. "1t wasdefinitelyagreat
feeling as soon as someone said
[that Ad nan lost!
"We ta lked about it after the
game, that even though we lost a
game , we still may have a chance
to prove ourselves in the playoffs."
The latest poll, released Mon day, has the Streaks (7 -l, 6-l OAC)
in the No.4 spot m th e region with
remaining games against Hiram
and Baldwin-Wall ace. jCU is also
ranked No. 9 nationally by the
Footlwll Gazette.
"[The' coach tng sta fft had
stressed the importa nce of plugging along," said DeCarlo. "Good
things happen when you do, and
they did ."
Although the Student Princes
were not expected to be among
JCU's top competition of the year,
the strong Heidelberg defense held
Carroll to only a 14-7 lead in the
first half. junior wide receiver
john Pnestap caught a five-yard
scoring pass early in thefirstqua rter, and junior tailback Mike Ten
Brink broke a 7-7 tie with a fouryard touchdown run shortly be-

fo re the hal f.
On the second play of the third
quarter, Heidelberg forced JCU's
fourth turnover of the day deep in
JCU termory. With a chance to tie
the score, Heidel berg was only able
to kick a field goal, its last points
of the game.
"They mostly tried running the
ball on us on that drive, and we
shut them down," said Schuster,
wh o contributed seven tackles
and shared a sack with senior Bob
Juliana "We d id a really good job
stopping the run ,lespeciall ylaf ter
the first series "
Turnovers are one of DeCarlo's
biggest banes, and he feels lucky
his team won despite committi ng
four. Caserio, returningaftermissing the previous week wi th a hairLine fracture in his jaw, threw three
interceptions and fumbled once
when he was hit hard on a blind
side sack
"As a head coach, 1never like to
lose the turnover battle, and we
did that on Saturday," said DeCarlo.
"However, to our credit, we were
able to right the ship in the second
half and [in ish strong."
The defense certainly played a
big part in making up for the giveaways. The squad d id not allow a
touchdown for the fourth time in
the last five games, with
Heidelberg's only touchdown
coming on a first quarter inter ception return.
Senior linebacker London
Fletcher had 19 tackles and re corded 1.5 sacks. The defensive
un it tallied six sacks on the day, a
single game season best.
On the other side of the ba II,
the Carroll offense put up the second-most points Heidelberg has
allowed this year. 'Wetookadvantageof a couple of things they gave
us, such as their safeties corning
up," said Priestap, who had four
catches for 60 yards. "Take away
the turnovers, 1 thought the offense played rea l well and our
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LASHES

John Carroll Universny head wrestling coach
Kerry Volkmann hopes hi tory can repeat itself
tl\15 year.
"john Carroll wrest!mg has a history of reloa dmg rat her than rebuilding.' he satd. 'We certainly
have enough returning talent to reload, but there
are some spots in the lineup that may get a bll
more competitive with the ar ri val of our freshmen
JCU mustfind a way to replace four all-conference wrestlers, who combined for 297 ca reer victories. Returning national qualifiers, senior Chris
Roman 050 pounds), and junior justin Kerr (177)
and Brandon Steinmetz (134), will lead the way
The Blue Streaks will also look to four returning starters, seven returning lenerwinncr , and a
fine freshmen class to follow up on last year's
record-settingseason jCU won 2lof 24dual meets.
finished second at both the Division Ill National
Duals and OAC Championships and 12th at the
NCAA Championships.
"This season, we s hould have the kind of team
that will steadily improve throughout the year,"
Volkmann said. 'There ts an upside to a young
team with experience in that potential can be
realized. This should be an interesting yearfor us'

IN THE ZONE -Junior David Bartulovic has
six goals and four assists in the lasteighrgames. 16
of his 19 points this season have come m OA
matches. . junior Christian Hansen scored his
first goal of the season during the Mount ma r h..
.. Junior GregorMartin hasreached ca reer highs in
goals, assists and points thts season ... Senior
Grant Mast is second in the OAC with a 0.57 goals
against average in OAC matc hes.

s

com ptled o er 100 yards returmng punts. He now
need only 162 yard to break the NCAA Dtvtsion
Ill record of 688 yards set by Ferrum's Melvin
Dillard m 1990. He leads the OAC averagmg 18 8
yard per ret urn
CLOSlN IN - nior London Fletcher needs 21
tackles to break Dave Rastoka's single-season
record of 167 ... Junior john Priestap has now
caught a pass in 17 st raight games .... Freshman
Josh Schneider co ntinues to lead the OAC averagmg 4 33 yards per ktck.
ROCK SOLID - Thej U defense ts the second
ranked rushmg, conng and t taldefense,and third
ranked passmg defense 1n the OA
.. JCU ts
number one m theOA in punt return and kickoff
return average, takeaways and turnover margin

PICKIN' UP THE PACE - After rushmg for only
493 yard in it first ix garnes,j U has racked up
370yardson the ground in the last two contests.
THIS W EEK - The Blue treak football team
travels to Htram (2-6, l-60AC) Saturday to rake on
the Terners begi nn mga t 130 p.m. WUJC FM/88.7
will broadcast all th action.
Hiram got irs first OAC victory of 1997 last
week, defeaung Capaal1n overtime, 54-42. mcc
1990, when Hiram j ined the OA . jCU i 7-0
again t IIi ram , and has never allowed more than
one touchdown, includingfou rshutoutsof the Terriers. La t ycar,JCU beat Hiram, 27 7, at Wasmer
Field.

DENIED-This year's volleyball team set a school
record for s lo block with 238. breakmg the old
THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME - The men's record of 186 setm 199\. . jumors Laura Slazyk
soccerteam is 50 2-5 at home in the 1990's, inc\ud and Molly Ridenour arc thml and [ourth, rcspcc
ing 4-0-1 this season on th e Grasse1\i l"ront Lawn tivcly, in the OAC m h\ocks per p,amc. T'rcshm,\n
I .
SPECIAL DELIVERY - Sophomore David
Ziegler's 104 punt recur n yards against Heidel berg
Saturday marked the second straight week he has

game pla n was solid."
In his two previo us games
against Heidelberg, Caserio had
averaged 300 ya rds per. He threw
much less this time around , and
emassed 191 yards on 12-of-!9
passing with touchdowns to
Priestap and sophomore David
Ziegler. He also ran for the final
score in the fourth quarter on a 7-

- - - --

yard play actio n keeper.
Ten Brink has cont inued to
improve, and may have emerged
as the featured back in the jCU
system. He ran for a career-high
81 yards, and scored two touch downs.
Another significant occurrence for the Streaks was the lack
of any rea l injury in the game,

BRIAN MURPHY
while Heidel berg saw three or four
At this point in the season, avoiding more injuries will be key for
JCU to hold on to its current playoff spot.
' It was a real good game, healthwtse,and Heidelberg is a ph ysical
team," said Priestap. "We hope we
can do it agai n. The Hiram game
wtll be very importa nt for that."

Volleyball ends disappointing season
Matt Rayl
Sports Repo rter

A season of heartbreaking disappointments and unfu lfi lled expectat ions for the
john Carroll University volleyball team
came to an end Saturday at Marietta.
For the first time si nce 1990, Carroll will
not participate in the Ohio Athletic Con-

Analysis
fcrence postseason tournament, only one
year after rcachmg the Final Eight of the
Divi ion Ill National Tournament. The last
time a Blue Streak tea m finished with a
losing record m both conference and overall play was also in 1990.
The Pioneers swept the Streaks(l5-17, 36 OAC), 15-10, 15-lJ, 15-12, to extinguish
any flicker of hopejCU had of making the
playoffs. Carroll enjoyed lateleads in both
the second and third games, but cou ld not
come up with the crucial points.
"It was a really disappointing loss on
Saturday," senior Lori Hammer said. "We
were up five or six points at different times.
They gave us every chance to win , but we
just couldn't capitalize."

"Wefailed to put the ball away w hen we
needed to," JCU head coach Gretchen
Weitbrecht said. "When you have the lead,
you need toexecuteatthat point. We seemed
to ha th e wall and several things took over."
One of those things was an apparent
loss of confidence, something that ha
plagued the Streaks all year. resulting in
theirsubsequent inconsistency on the floor.
"When you lose the lead late m the game,
all of a sudden you start wondering, 'What
happened?"' Welt brecht said. "There IS a
tendency to stop focusing on the point at
hand''
If the Streaks had defeated the Pioneers,
and with some helpfromotherteamsin the
conference, they would have kept intact
their stnng of consecutive trips to the
postseason. However, as wast he case most
of the year,John Carroll could not wm the
big game
ln retrospect , one week in particular
seemed to affect Carroll more than any
other. Successt ve losses to ran ked teams
Mount Union ,Wittenberg, and Muskingum
hurt the team far more than they appeared
to at the time.
"Any time you lose three matches to
ranked team , it's going to shake your confidence," Weitbrecht said. "We struggled
the weeksafter those matches. It was really

Hammer completes her career as the
tough to get any kind of flowgoingor keep
school record holder in games played with
a consiste nt confidence level."
Weitbrechtalsofelt that a few more wins 447. She is also second all-time in digs and
in close matches earlier in the season could fifth in ki lls.
"!saw a lot of individual improvements
have propelled the Streaks into the playoffs.
Prior to the OAC schedule, inconsistency that helped the team," Weitbrecht said
during tournament play set the tone for the "That is always a goal at the beginnmg of
rest of the season, as Carroll struggled to the season. Our younger players were really
able to bond together With each other and
keep themselves at or near the .500 mark.
The loss to Marietta on Saturday after- the rest of the team.
A lack of chemistry on the floor was
noon brought an end to a frustrating year
forateamsoaccustomed towinning. lt was probably the mo~t tm portant reason fort he
the first ume m five seasons thatjCU failed outcome of the season
"We always had great chem tstry off the
to win at least 20 matches.
"We're a little upset stnce we played very court, but we couldn't t ransferthatonto the
hard this year," said sophomore Missy floor," Samblanet said. "Hopefully, we'll be
Samblanet. "lt'sdisappointing to have never able to learn from our past experiences. We
know what we went through this year, we're
found out what we needed to do to win."
Despite a tough few months, the John not gomg to let it happen next season·
"Maybe there was just too much of an
Carroll womenarealready looking forward
unknown," offered Wettbrechtas an explato next year.
"One thmg we can do is build on the nauon to the year's many unanswered quesdetermination we felt as a team," JUmor t tons "With all the new faces , wqust didn't
Kelly Zobel said. 41n the off-season], we all knowwhattoexpectfromeachother When
have a cha nce to continue to learn how to you have chemistry, you don't understand
why, and when you don't, you don't underplay together and how to win."
One thing the Streaks have going for • stand why either.
"But expenence is a great teacher, and as
them is the youth of the program. Carroll
long
as wedon'tfocuson theoutcorneof the
loses only one semor in captain Lori Hammer, meaning several players will have to season. we'll be able to bu ild on the experiences we have under our belt."
step up and play key roles next season.

EDITORIAL
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L,etters to the Editor

Editorial opinion

Jesuit honor society
to induct members

Pushing
the limits
John CarrolL A small university nestled in the confines of a
middle class suburb. Ar a glance, all is serene and peaceful.
Seemingly devoid of any of the enigmas which larger schools
face, John Carroll Umversity presents itself as the model college.
Yet, while John Carroll maintains a superficial appearance of
utopia, concerning the abuse of alcohol on campus,JCU is virtually an accident waiting to happen.
The incident concerning the over consumption of alcohol
that recently occurred at John Carroll should serve as more than
justawake-upcall for students. It should be viewed as some type
of a culmination of the effects that alcohol has inflicted on this
campus. Weekend vJSits to the hospital due to alcohol related
incidents are not out of the ordinary forstudentsatjohn Carroll,
but they should be.
Unlike larger universities and colleges,John Carroll does not
have a series of alcohol related deaths plastered over the from
page of their newspaper, but this does not mean thatjCU is
mvincible from th1s type of sad outcome. In fact, given srudents'
binge drinking tendencies and apparent abuse of alcohol,john
Carroll is operating under a rime-bomb effect. Although random occurrences concerning the misuse of alcohol may seem
harmless now, an impending explosion is almost certain.
· Enforcing stricter alcohol sanctions may only hinder alcohol
drinking slightly, if anything, and no amount of teaching or
preaching wtll even make an impression on already decided
m111ds. Students have turned a deaf ear to the voices of authority
when lt comes to"justsay no." The sad fact is, it mayactuallytake
the death of a friend or fellow student to make others realize the
trag1c effects that alcohol can inflict on one's life. But, it doesn't
have robe that way
Rather than focusing on the "JUSt say no" approach to alcohol,
tudenrs should direct their attitude towards "just say when"
when it comes todrinkmg. Expecting students to give up their
Jnnkmg habits IS unrealistiC, but urging them ro know their
limns is not. Even an inexperienced drinker knows that five or
more drinks in one sming, especially when consuming hard
, . ra a e
o
w 6 no , t 1e
t
alcohol related visit to the hospital by ajCU student may not fare
a; well as the last.

Who's to blame?
While many srudents would rather forego any more debate
concernmg the parking problem atjohnCarroll University, the
problem remains the same and the hope of any change in the
near f urure does not appear prom1sing. Now Carroll has resorted
10 poi ntmgfingers by placing rhe blame for the parkingsituation
on Univer uy HetghL~. wh1le students and faculty are still playing potluck with parking spaces.
Even though it would be beneficial forjCU to shift the blame
of the parkingproblemoverto thecity,isCarroll's lack of parking
space really the concern of University Heights? Yes it is. Which
is why Miramar parking alongJCU campus was banned. But
docs this mean that our parking problem is necessarily University lleights' problem. Certainly not. The baule for parking at
Carroll existed long before University Heights' involvement and
is not a new problem to the john Carroll commumty.
While losmg the 50 or so parking spaces on Miramar may
ontribute to students' endless search for parking, it does not
make such a dramatiC difference as the administration would
lead the student body to believe. Losing those 50 spaces just
m an~ that those students who found a safe haven on Miramar
for their veh1cle will just have to join the rest of theJCU drivers
1n the p-arkmg lor limbo.
Whether or not Carroll uses University Heights as a scapegoat for this parking issue does not help to rectify the plight
which 5tudems face concerning parking. As a student atjCU,
there 1 a reliance upon the administration to help resolve any
discrepancies wh1ch arise withm the realm of the university.
\o\ell , th~ dilemma concerning parktng at Carroll has definitely
arisen, yet the admmt'itration IS not proving itself to be all1hat
rchablc m takingaclion lor a solution to this problem.
!he c.l1s(. U>>Jon of creating p;trking garages or additional orr
campus parkmg have rematned noth mg more 1han empty soluuons and the aymg that "somt:thing needs to be done" is tossed
around so carelessly that rhe odc.ls of somethmg actually being
done arc slun to nonr Fun h<'I more rnak1ng>ophomorcs pay fm
the umver:.ny·, 111Jbility to come up with a viable solution IS
not h1ngrnore than taking rht: eas~ \VlY our. What dtd they do to
le~nc the a rig.ht to have a car on c01mpus re"ukc:cl'
I h~ on!)' apparent olcttu n wthc on-g•Jll1g p.trking issue
.tpi>ear ·to be 111 tht• rner(· l t of JUst tl'Ughmg it l'UI T"VLn though
thlSlll.l) r.Jtsencas'lludH)I a on,o arion JUSt JCth;111kfulfur
1 tbc1 gafutur sophotnorc "l'hYrt.l'l IHr}e.~tofbc1ng
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HlfB &
HIT: Jesuits moving back into the John Carroll community. Welcome Home! miss: Empty cheese sticks from the Inn Between.
HIT: The comeback of the omelet bar in the cafeteria. miss:
The disgusting conditions of the women's bathroom in the basement of the library. Serious help is needed ... immediately. HIT:
The JCU football team moving up to number four in its region
giving it a chance to make the playoffs. Go Blue Streaks!

Staff Commentary

The reality
of life
I'm twentyyearsold. Mostof my f riendsare twenty
year ol . li e way Tsee it, we all liave a good fifty
years left to go, at least. This past
week however, has been a week
that has forced me to rethink this
assumption.
Last Sunday, I found out that
someone I wen t to high school with
died in a car accident. He wasn't
drunk. It wasn't even h is fault
But, in an instant, his life was over.
That in itself was enough to put
ASST. ENIUTAJNlllfNTwrro• me into shock. But it wasn't over.
On Tuesday! was told that a friend
from Bowling Green got into a car accident and suffered from a punctured lung. It was turning out to be
a bad week.
My roommate and I talked about this for a long
time; about how it was weird that the accidents
happened so dose together and how it was scary that
things like that can happen to people our age. The
scariest thing was that it happened to my roommate
on friday night, two days after our talk. She was
struck by a hit-and-run driver on the way back from
the Flats. Thankfully, everybody in the car was all
right. But it could have turned out completely different. They could be dead.
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It also scares me to reali ze that it 1s not somethmg

we can necessarily prevent. None of these accidents
were any of my friends' fault

I don't mean to sound morbid,ortosuggest that we
should JUSt sit Ill out dorm rooms and worry about
de at h. l think It's more Important w real izc that the
risks ~rc there and things, like death, are posstble,
even lor young pcopl like ourselves.

I guess we
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lt took this dramatic week to make me think about
something very unpleasant-that we are all very
mortal and far from invincible. Of course I knew this
before. I'm not stupid. Butsomethingabout realizing
that someone whom lsaweveryday in the hallway in
high school is dead now struck me harder than anything [have ever experienced before.
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Alpha Sigma Nu ... anothernew
fraternuyorsoromy? Nope! IllS
the National Honor Society of th e
jesuit colleges and universities.
Founded in 1915at Marquette Universu y, ASN is one of the highest
honors that can be given on a Jesuit cam pus. The goal of ASN IS to
1demify the most promising stuJents that exemplify thejesuit id eals of scholarship, loyalty, and
serv1ce. Whenastudenti named
to ASN, the college or universiiy
recognize both ach1evemenrson
campus and promise for the future. A !'\members have already
given freely of ume and energy to
s!Udent government, publica uons, cultu ral and religious organizauons, servtce programs, and
athletics. Students are expected
10 carry out the ideals of the society in the service of others
throughout their careers.
The john Carroll chapter of
ASf\1 was founded m l939. Chapter ac tivities have included sponsonng academic, cultural, and
rehgJousspeakersandevents, and
providing funds to other organi:ation> desinng 10 spo nsor such
acuvities. Future goals include
becomLng a freshman support
group, reponingstudemnewsand
co ncernsdirecrlyto thejCU president, and helping out at commencement ceremonies.
Sounds great, so how does one
become a member) At john Carroll, memaershi p comes by Invitation only. One must possess a
PA of 3.5or above and be either a
JUll JUr, ><:llllll, ur gtadu<~t~ ~ uclcnt. Upto4%ofthetopstudents
ol eacb_graduating class may be
chosen for membership. Application lette rs were sent out the week
of October 26, 1997 to all students
ol junior status possessing a GPA
of 3.5 or higher, and they are due

back by ovember 28. ASN understands that there may be some
students of senior status who may
have mistakenly been passed over
due to study abroad or other circumstances. If you are a junior or
senior with a 3.5 GPA or higher
and feel that you exemplify the
jesuit ideals of scholarship, loyalty, and service, and you have not
rece1 veda letter as of November 7,
then please request an application
packer from Dr. DonCzapski, ASN
faculty advisor, Administration
Bldg. Rm. 248A, or Theresa Henn ,
ASN president at mailbox #2023,
JC U campus mail. Interested
graduate stude nts who possess
these sa me qua Iifiers are alsoasked
to put in a request for an application.
All applications will be reviewed by the current student
members of AS at JCU When
the applications are given back to
ASN , a non -voting member will
remove the name from the application packet and assign a number in its place, so that the voting
members will not know specifically whose application they are
reading. Allstudentschosenmust
pass final approval by the President of JCU
ASN is a jesuit honor society,
therefore jesuit ideals of service
and loyalty to school, family, and
community will be weighed just
as heavily as academics 111 the deCISion process. When applying, it
would be fortuitous to verify and
explain all pertinem serv ice activiti es. Additionally, in order to
explain how you model jesui t ideals, H would be beneficial to do

Alumnus responds to
commentary
In his staff commmentary, Mr.
Boleky seems to haveforgotten the
reason why college was created in
the first place, to give students a
continued education
Don'tget me wrong, I sincerely
believe m making the college experience as enjoyable as possible
having just spent four years there
myself, but how many students
are ready to admit that they ap·
plied and paid the required tUition
to John Carroll because of the
school's past reputation as a "party
school."
If admissions numbers begin
to plummet, then \say who needs
them.
Of course you do realize that
"heinous crimes such as public
intoxicauon and jaywalking" are
still crimes.
When you stop and think about
it, warmngsfrom yourRAorconfiscated alcohol is not all that bad.
Did you ever stop to thmk that
these same police departments
and officers of the Liquor Control
Board are t~ying to protect them·
selves as well?
It is their job as long as you
frequent the establishments 111
their cHies. But l suppose the>'
would be just as much to blame
had they le t you wander onto Lee
Road in a drunken stupor and
been seriously injured or killed
What really strikes me as odd
is how you know the education of
every police officer in Cleveland
Heights.
1 guess you or your friends
could have asked them if you were
unfortunate enough to be cited by
them , but I doubt it.

11
ity and the oath that they take as
law enforcement officers. Becommg a special agent wtth the Pennsylvania State Attorney General
did not just fall into my lap. [like
to thmk that the educauon 1 received at john Carroll had something to do with it.
lam not condonmg the use of
alcohol on or off the cam pus of
john Carroll, but when you leave
the safety of your dorm behind,
you enter a world where the real
police carry guns and can haul
you off to jail.
just be prepared to play the
game by a different set of rules 1f
john Carroll i n't good en ugh
Dave Fratt~re
JCU Alumnus

Public intoxication
crackdown in CH
Halloween weekend, my
friend and I were held in custody
by the oh so reasonable Cleveland
Hetghrs police department for apparently stumbling along a ::occrion of the fifty feet of sidewalk
that leads from my front doortoa
popular john C.ITToll mghtspot
After our bnef detention, we
wereinformedofthechamof com
mand that begins m Dean of tu
dents, Patnck Rombalski's fficc,
and ends in the backseat of a squad
car.
Yup, one of Cleveland Heights'
finest enlightened us of the dealings bctwccnournewand person
able dean and 1he Mayor and Police Chief of Cleveland Heights.
Accordmgtotheoff1cer, there have
been official meetings between the
University and the commumty
leaders con cerntng underage

;,vi

jesuits are and what they represent. This information can be easily obtained from Grasselli Library or Campus Ministry.
Theresa Henn
Alpha Sigma Nu President

everyone the police come contact with, even you Mr. Boleky,
although [doubt very much that
many of them would be enthusiastic about protecting you at the
present time.
lt is their job, their responsibil -

dents.
The officer was kind enough to
inform us that our Dean of Students was demandmg a crack
down on offenses such as public
intoxication and the alcohol consumption by mtnors. While I un-

Seven steps to alow-cost night out
commentary by Tom Franzinger
For almost every college student, the situation is the same: attempt- truck.) Have a barrage of curse words ready to hurl at jim when he
ing to relax on the weekend after a hectic work load is an unwelcome informs you that you must pay $40 because the automobile's owner
st ra in.on the pocketbook. Here are seven easy steps to enjoy your leisure does not have AAA.
This need not come atanycost to you so long as you are nor the owner
time at a minimal cost. All you need are a couple off riends (one must
of
the
automob1le; this is, after all, a low-budget outing.
be short), a place to go, and an a momobi le that is lucky 10 make it out
Step Five: Let the Games Begin
nf the park111g lot.
While you await the next exciting event of the evening, try amusing
Step One: Foundations for Fun
yourselves
with good old-fashioned fun.
l'i leas many passengers as possible into the entirely undependable
lmitate scenes from your favorite movies. See how many people it
<~ut omobile, being careful to fill it beyond maximum recommended
takes to lift up the automobile. Lining up according to height opens up
c.tpacity; two persons per seat belt is a good, general rule.
a
wealth of possibihties, such as imitating quirky methods of walking
This way you can be assured of the most stressful drive for the
automobile. For best results, leave for theoriginal destination (such as from your favorite movies.
For the industrious troup, attempt to turn the evening into a profitthe Flats) much later than is prudent.
making venture by placing a hat on the ground, enabling passers-by to
Step Two: Parking.
Arrive at Coventry when fuel line of automobile has completely offer monetary appreciation for your semi-synchronized, Rockettecorroded, and subsequently allow the automobile to stall. Take the style leg kicks.
So often students complain that there is never anything fun to do
~ hnrt friend (listed above) and place him behind the steering wheel.
around
here, yet when was the last time you and your buddies com·
All other occupants must exit the automobile, and propel it manually so that it will speed out of control through the middle of Coventry. peted in a round of leap-frog? It's not as easy as it used to be: it deserves
intramural status, if not dub.
Be sure our diminutive driver dtsregards all traffic signals.
Step Six: Freeze to Death.
The driver should pull into a darkened gas station that hasn't been
The later the night gets, the colder the temperature.
open for at least six hours, and won't reopen for another eight. This, of
Avoid bringing burdensome jackets and other warm attire. Such
cnurse, is the best way to ensure that although you have reached a
activity may inhibit your ability to look pathetic enough to elicit free
service station, that fact will not aid you in any way.
coffee from the coffee shop across the street
Step Three: Confront the Law.
Step Seven: Homeward Bound
Be sure that your group is harshly interrogated by a policeman
Finally, after several action-packed hours, contact someone on
n-,em blmg a professional wrestler (not a chiseled Hulk Hogan, more
campus
that has an automobile, and is home on a Saturday mght.
like a blobby Big Boss Man) with a Kojak-style haircut.
Your
night
will not be complete, however, unless the rescue automo:,mile sheepishly as he observes the group suspicious! y for an hour
bile
is
a
small
four
seater This promises the snuggest ride back for your
Step Four: Insurance Fraud.
Have a passenger call for assistance on h1s AAA card, informing the group of e1ght-plus.
You now hold in your hands the blueprints to an enriching. yet
serv1ce that he owns the automobile tn question. Wait an hourfor"jim"
economical
experience When going out seems too great a financ_ial
to .trnve 111 a tow-truck.
If J tm is able to do anythmg to repatr theautomobt!e. stop him; it is burden, just remember that a little ingenuity and a lot of bad machm
c,·;ential that he be utterly incompetent. (If he is not, call for another ery go a long way for a relaxing night on the town .

derstand the need for safety precautions, I cannot see the justifi·
cation of handmga large majority
of our students' police records that
may easily tnfluence the1r post
graduate lives.
Why doesn't the Dean of Students provide a more diverse and
enjoyable campus life, which
would be a proactive stance to
lessen the chance of pohce confrontation?
With such a strong stance m
opposmgcampusdnnking, he has
done nothing more thln to drive
these students into an envtronment conduc1ve todrunkdnvmg,
policeconfrontanon,and the general endJngerment of the hves of
both student and community
residents. Why doesn't the Dean
work with the tudent Umon o
provtdc campus with an altern:!·
tJvc 10 Lee Road?

-

Tom Goslin
Class of 2000
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L,e tters to the Editor

Editorial opinion

Jesuit honor society
to induct members

Pushing
the limits

....

John Carroll. A small umversity nestled in the confines of a
middle class suburb. At a glance, all is serene and peaceful.
Seemingly devoid of any of the enigmas which larger schools
face, john Carroll University presents itself as the model college.
Yet, while John Carro11 maintains a superficial appearance of
utopia, concerning the abuse of alcohol on campus,jCU is virtually an accidem waitmg to happen.
The mcident concerning the over consumption of alcohol
that recently occurred at john Carroll should serve as more than
just a wake-up call for students. It should be viewed as some type
of a culmination of the effects that alcohol has inflicted on this
campus. Weekend visits to the hospital due to alcohol related
mcidents are nor out of the ordinary for students atjohn Carroll,
but they should be.
Unlike larger universities and colleges,john Carroll does not
have a series of alcohol related deaths plastered over the front
page of their newspaper, but this does not mean that jCU is
mvinciblef rom this type of sad outcome. In fact, given students'
binge drinking tendencies and apparent abuse of alcohol,John
Carroll is operating under a time-bomb effect. Although random occurrences concerning the misuse of alcohol may seem
harmless now, an impending explosion is almost certain.
· Enforcing stricter alcohol sanctions may on I y hinder alcohol
drinking slightly, if anything, and no amount of teaching or
preaching will even make an impression on already decided
minds. Students have turned a deaf ear to the voices of authority
when it comes to"justsay no." The sad fact is, it may actually take
the death of a friend or fellow student to make others realize the
tragic effects that alcohol can inflict on one's life But, 1t doesn't
have to be that way.
Rather than focusing on the "just say no· approach to alcohol,
students should direct thetr awtude towards "just say when"
when it comes to drinking. Expecting students to give up their
Jnnktng habits is unrealistic, but urging them to know their
hmus IS not. Even an inexperienced drinker knows that five or
more dnnks in one sitting. especially when consuming hard
, . ora afcwa t
a hol.
who now ,t cncxt
alcohol related visit to the hospital by ajCU student may not fare
3> wdl as the last

Who's to blame?

1

Whtle many students would rather forego any more debate
conccrnmg the parking problem arJohn Carroll University, the
problem remarns the same and the hope of any change in the
near future does not appear prom ising. Now Carroll has resorted
ropoinnngfingcrs by placing the blame for the parking situation
on Unrver~ity Heights, while students and faculty are still playing pot luck with parking spaces.
Even though it would be. beneficial for JCU to shift the blame
of the parking problem over to theciry,isCarroll's lack of parking
space really the concern of University Heights? Yes it is. Which
is wh)' Miramar parking alongjCU campus was banned. But
Jocs this mean that our parking problem is necessarily Universay Heights' problem Certainly not. The battle for parking at
Carroll existed long before Universrty Heights' involvement and
is not a new problem to the John Carroll community.
Wh1le losing the 50 or so parking spaces on Miramar may
ontribute to students' endless search for parking, it does not
make such a dramatic difference as the administration would
lead the ~tudenr body to believe. Losing those SO spaces just
means that those students who found a safe haven on Miramar
for rheir vehicles will just have to join the rest of theJCU drivers
in the parking lot limbo.
Whether or nor Carroll uses University Heights as a scapegoat for th1s parking issue does not help to rectify the plight
which :;tudents face concerning parkmg. As a student at)CU,
1here i~ a reliance upon rhe administration to help resolve any
dtscrcpanc1es which ansc withm the realm of the umversity.
Well. the drlcmrna concerning parking at Carroll has definitely
amen, yet the admtnrstration is not provmg it elf Ia be all that
rel1ablc mrakingaction for a solution to this problem.
!"he c.liscu:-.s10n of creating parking garages or additional off<·am pus parkmg h~ve remained nothing more than empty soluttoru> and !he saymg that"something needs to be de>ne" is tossed
around o;o carcles~ly that the oJds of somethmg clctually bcmg
done <~re slun to none Furthermore, making~ophomore~ pay for
the umversity·~ inab1lny ro come up wnh a l'iable solution is
nothing more than tak1ng thn~asy way out What d1d they dolO
Je<,erl'e therr nght to h.we a cu on carnpu~ re\'okcd'
I hE onl} app-arent solur1on to the on·go111g parkmg tsS\Lt'
appear 10 'lntheme c.ILtnfJU~tlnugl~.ngrtout r:,·enthough
th s rna> n t rrve lS rn ud1 ol a ct'n,ol<Jtt ln JUSt be thankful fc1r
Jt belt
a future ">Oph 'more,\\ 1th <'' .. not her '\-tJr of bt:mg
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HITS &
HIT: Jesuits moving back into the John Carroll community. Welcome Home! miss: Empty cheese sticks from the Inn Between.
HIT: The comeback of the omelet bar in the cafeteria. miss:
The disgusting conditions of the women's bathroom in the basement of the library. Serious help is needed ... immediately. HIT:
The JCU football team moving up to number four in its region
giving it a chance to make the playoffs. Go Blue Streaks!

Staff Commentary

The reality
of life
I'm twentyyearsold. Most of myfriendsare twenty
year olCJ. he way Tsee if, we all have good fifty
years left to go, at least. This past
week however, has been a week
that has forced me to rethink this
assumption.
Last Sunday, l found out that
someone l went to highschool with
died in a car accident. He wasn't
drunk. lt wasn't even his fault.
But, in an instant, his life was over.
Susan Malick
That in itself was enough to put
AS>T. ENTUTAINOI£NT£Dil'Oil me into shock. But it wasn't over.
On Tuesday I was told that a friend
from Bowling Green got into a car accident and suffered from a punctured 1ung. It was turning out to be
a bad week.
My roommate and l talked about this for a long
time; about how it was weird that the accidents
happened so close together and how it was scary that
things like that can happen to people our age. The
scariest thing was that it happened to my roommate
on Friday night , two days after our talk. She was
struck by a hit-and-run driver on the way back from
the Flats. Thankfully, everybody in the car was all
right. But it could have turned out completely different. They could be dead.
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It also scares me to realize that It is nor something
we anne essarily prevent. one of these accidents
were any o[ m)' friends' fault.
!don't mean 10sound morbid,ortosuggest that we
should JUSt sit in out dorm rooms and worry about
death. I think it's more Important to realize that the
risks arc there and thmgs, ltke death, are poss1blc.
C\en lor young peoplr !tkc our:;elves
I gucs~ we all have week- like this. l\1ine ju~t
l.1ppenrd to !all rhr ''eck before I \\as n \\'rite 1111
-:ommc.H.lr} O\\ h.lt ts Ill\ mcs::o<1l;C~ l 11)0\ life But
ru11cm ber to bl..' La rei ul
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It took this dramatic week to make me think about
something very unpleasant-that we are all very
mortal and far from invincible. Of course 1knew this
before. I'm not stupid. But something about realizing
that someone whom l sawever)'day in the hallway in
high school1s dead now truck me harder than anything I have ever experienced before.
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Alpha Sigma Nu... anothernew
fraternity or sorority1 Nopel It rs
the Nanonal Honor Society of the
jesuit colleges and universities
Founded m l915atMarqueue University, ASN is one of the highest
honors that can be given on a Jesuit campus. Thegoalof ASNrsto
idenufy the most promismg students thatexemplif ythejesuit ideals of scholarship, loyalty, and
service. Whenastudentisnamed
to ASN, the college or university
recognizes both achievements on
campus and promrse for the future. ASN members have already
grven freely of time and energy to
student government, publications, cultural and religious organizations, service programs, and
athleucs. Students are expected
to carry out the ideals of the society in the service of others
throughout their careers.
The John Carroll chapter of
ASN was founded inl939. Chapter activities have included sponsoring academic, cultural, and
religious speakers and events, and
providing funds to other organi=ations desiring to sponsor such
acrrvmes. Future goals include
becomLng a freshman support
group, reponingstudem news and
c:oncern drrectlytothejCUpresiJen t, and he! ping out at commencement ceremonies.
Soundsgreat, sohowdoesone
become a member? At john Carroll, membership comes by invitation only. One must possess a
PA of 3.5or above and be either a
JlllllUr, >ClllUl, ur )!,l<icJU~l~ >lUdcnl. Upto4%ofthetopstudems
of each graduating class may be
Lho en or membership. Applical ion letters were se nt outthe week
of October 26, 1997 to all students
ol junior starus possessing a GPA
of 3.5 or higher, and they are due

back by November 28. ASN understands that there may be some
st udentsof senior status who may
have mistaken] y been passed over
due to study abroad or other circumstances. If you are a junior or
senior with a 3.5 GPA or higher
and feel that you exemplify the
jesuit ideals of scholarship, loyalty, and service, and you have not
received a letterasof ovember7,
then please request an application
packet from Dr.DonCzapski, ASN
faculty advisor, Admmistration
Bldg. Rm. 248A , or Theresa Henn,
ASN president at mailbox #2023,
JCU campus mad. Interested
graduate students who possess
these same qua !ifiers are also asked
to put in a request for an application.
All applicatiOns will be reviewed by the current student
members of ASN at jCU. When
the applications are grven back to
AS:-J, a non-voting member will
remove the name from the application packet and assign a number tn its place, so that the votmg
members will not know specifically whose appltcauon they are
reading. Allstudentschosenmust
pass final approval by the President of JCU.
ASN 1s a jesuit honor society,
therefore jesuit ideals of servrce
and loyalty to school, family, and
community will be weighed just
as heavily as academics in the decision process When applymg, it
would be fortuito us to verify and
expla in all pertinent service activities Additionally, in order to
explain how you model]esuit ideals, it would be beneficial to do
:>Vll

Alumnus responds to
commentary
ln his staff commmemary, Mr.
Bolekyseems tohaveforgotten the
reason why college was created in
the first place, to give students a
continued education.
Don'tget me wrong, Isincerely
believe in making the college experience as enJOyable as possible
havmgjust spent four years there
myself, but how many students
are ready to admit that they applied and paid the required tuiuon
to John Carroll because of the
school's past reputation as a "party
school."
1f adm issions numbers begm
to plummet, then lsaywho needs
them.
Of course you do realize tha t
"hei nous crimes such as pubhc
intoxication and pywalkmg" are
su\1 crimes.
When youstopand think about
it, warmngs from your RA orconflscated alcohol is not all that bad.
D1d you ever stop to think that
these same police departments
and officers of the Liquor Control
Board are t~ytng to protect themselves as we!P
It is their job as long as you
frequent the establishments in
their cities. But I suppose they
would be just as much to blame
had they let you wander onto Lee
Road in a drunken stupor and
been seriously injured or killed.
What really strikes me as odd
is how you know the education of
every police officer in Cleveland
Heights.
l guess you or your friends
could have asked them if you were
unfortunate enough to be cited by
them, but I doubt it.

hg

Jesuits are and what they represent. This information can be easily obtained from Grasselli Library or Campus Ministry.
Theresa Henn
Alpha Sigma Nu President

everyone the police come contact with, even you Mr. Boleky,
although [doubt very much that
many of them would be enthusiastic about protecting you at the
present time.
It is their job, theirresponsibil-

11
1ty and the oath that they take as
law enforcement officers. Becommg a special agent with the Pennsylvania State Attorney General
did not justfall into my lap. I like
to think that the education I re
ceived at John Carroll had something to do with it.
l am not condon rng the use of
alcohol on or off the campus of
John Carroll, bUl when }'DU leave
the safety of your dorm behind,
you enter a world where the real
police carry guns and can haul
you off tojatl
Just be prepared to play the
game by a d1fferent set of rules 1f
John Carroll i n't good enough
Dave Frattarc
jCU Alumnus

Public intoxication
crackdown in CH
Halloween weekend, my
friend and I were held in custody
by the oh so reasonable leveland
Herghts police department for apparently stumbling along a sec
tion of the fif t}' feet of sidewalk
that leads from my front door to a
popular john Carroll nightspot.
After our bnef detenuon , wt
were mformed of thecharn of command that begins in Dean of Students, Patnck Rombalski's office,
andendsinthebackseatof asquad
car
Yup, one of Cleveland I leigh ts'
finest enlightened us of the deal
ings between our new and personable dean and the Mayor and Police Ch1ef of Cleveland Herghts.
Accordingtotheofficer, there have
been official meetings between the
Universrty and the community
leaders concern1np, underage

derstand the need for safety precautions. I cannot see thejusrificauon of handinga large majority
of our students' police records that
may easily influence the1r post
graduate lives.
Why doesn't the Dean of Students provide a more diverse and
enjoyable campus life, which
would be a proactive stance to
lessen the chance of police confrontation?
With such a strong stance m
opposmgcampusdnnkmg, he has
done nothing more than to drive
thcs students into an environment cond uc1ve todrun k dnvmg,
poltceconfrontatton.and the general endangerment of the hves of
both student and commumty
resident:;. Why doesn't the Dca n
work with the Iudent Unton to
prov1de campus with an alternatrvc to Lee Road?
rom Goslin
Class of 2000

dents.
The officer was kmd enough to
inform us that our Dean of Students was demandrng a crack
down on offenses such as public
intoxication and the alcohol consumption by minors. While I un-

Seven steps to alow-cost night out
commentary by Tom Franzinger
For almosteverycollege,student, the situanon is the same: anempti ng to relax on the weekend after a hectic work load is an unwelcome
stra i11on the pocketbook. Hereareseven easy steps to enjoy your leisure
umeata minimal cost. Allyouneedareacoupleoffriends (one must
be short), a place to go, and an automobile that is lucky to make it out
uf the parking lot.
Step One: Foundations for Fun.
Pile as many passengers as possible into the entirely undependable
.tutomobile, being careful to fill it beyond maximum recommended
c.1 pacity; two persons per seat belt is a good, general rule.
Th1s way you can be assured of the most stressful drive for the
automobile. For best results, leave for the original destination (such as
the Flats) much later than is prudem.
Step Two: Parking.
Arrive at Covent ry when fuel line of automobile has completely
corroded. and subsequently allow the automobile ro stall. Take the
~hon rriend (listed above) and place him behind the steering wheel
All other occupams must exitthe automobile, and propel it manually so that it will speed out of control through the mtddleof Coventry.
Be sure our diminutive driver disregards all traffic signals.
The dnver should pull into a darkened gas station that hasn't been
op<>n for at least six: hours. and won't reopen for another eight. This, of
course, is the best way to ensure that although you have reached a
service stauon, that fact will not aid you in any way.
Step Three: Confront the Law.
Be sure that your group is harshly interrogated by a policeman
n·~em bl ing a professional wresrler (not a chiseled Hulk Hogan, more
like a blob by Big Boss Man) with a Kojak-style hatrcut.
~mile sheepishly as he observes the group suspiciously for an hour.
Step Four: lnsurance Fraud.
I lave a passenger call for assistance on his AAA card, informing the
SN\'Jce rhat he owns the automobile in question. Wait an hour for"Jim"
to .trrive m a row-truck
If Jrm 1sable to do anything to repalrtheautomobile. stop him; it is
c''''<'nt Jal that he be utterly incompetent. (If he is not, call for another

truck.) Have a barrage of curse words ready to hurl at Jim when he
informs you that you must pay $40 because the automobile's owner
does not have AAA.
This need not come atanycost to you so long as you are not the owner
of the automobile; this is, after all, a low-budget outing
Step Five: Let the Games Begin.
While you await the next excningeventof the evening, try amusing
yourselves with good old-fashioned fun.
Imitate scenes from your favorite movies. See how many people it
takes to !if t up the automobile. Lming up according tO height opens up
a wealth of possibrlities, such as imitating quirky methods of walking
from your favorite movies.
For the industrious troup, attempt to turn the evening into a profitmaking venture by placing a hat on the ground, enabling passers-by to
offer monetary appreciation for your semi-synchronized, Rockettestyle leg kicks.
So often students complain that there is never anything fun to do
around here, yet when was the last nme you and your buddies competed in a round of leap-frog? It's not as easy as it used to be: it deserves
intramural status, if not club.
Step Six: Freeze to Death.
The later the night gets, the colder the temperature.
Avoid bnngmg burdensome jackets and other warm amre. Such
activity may inhibit your ability to look pathetic enough to elicit free
coffee from the coffee shop across the street.
Step Seven: Homeward Bound.
Finally, after several acnon-packed hours, contact someone on
campus that has an automobile, and is home on a Saturday mght.
Your night will not be complete, however, unless the rescue automobile is a small four seater This promises the snuggest ride back for your
group of e1ghr-plus
You now hold in your hands the blueprints to an enriching. yet
econom1cal experience. When going out seems too great a financial
burden, just rememberthat a llllle ingenuity and a lot of bad machmery go a long way for a relaxing mght on the town.

-
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HELP WANTED
Evening Manager Needed:
South Euclid ice cream and
candy shop seeks someone for
customer service and chocolate
production. 12-15 hours/week.
Call 3~2-0140. Callll-5.
Direct Care. Our family is
growing! The Hattie Larlham
Foundation is providing
community home care to an
increasing number of children
and young adults with mental
retardation I developmental
disabilitiesthroughoutNEOhio.
Beginning in October, an
opportunity will be available to
care for a 13-year-old young
man with cerebral palsy in the
Beachwood area. The hours for
thi-. position are 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.,
every day of the week. For
information, call Ms. Alloway,
1-800-551-2658.
Direct Care. Our family is
growing! The Hattie Larlham
Foundation is providing
community home care to an
increasing number of children
ann young adults with mental
retardation I developmental
di!.abilitics throughout NE Ohio.
Anopp,>rtunity is now available
in Shaker Heights to care for a
I (1. year-old male. The hours
for this position are Tuesdays,
3:30 - 8:30 p.m., and flexible
weekend shifts.
For
information, call Ms. Alloway,
1-R00-551-2658.

office duties. These duties
include: data entry, assisting
with marketing projects, and
other general duties. This is a
great opportunity to build your
business experience and your
resume. Please call Alex at
292-7431 to schedule an
interview.

promote Spring Break 1998!
Sell 15 trips & travel free!
Highly motivated students can
earn a free trip & over $10,000!
Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
North America's largest student
tour operator! Call Now! 1800-838-6411.

Excellent extra income now!
Envelope stuffing- $600- $800
every week. Free Details: SASE
to International Inc., 1375
Coney
Island
Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York 11230.

Parkside Campus Impact invites
you to a bowling extravaganza!
Saturday, November 8th from
lOpm - 12:30am at Solon
Freeway Lanes. Cost is $2/game
+ $1.50 for shoes. If you need a
ride, meet at the swimming pool
desk at 9:30pm . RSVP to Karen
Borgstrom at 397-2641, Sami
Grimes at 397-5583, or Kbristyn
Yurick at 397-5584.

SIT IERS NEEDED
Will exchange room with bath
for babysitting services. We're
looking for a female student
with experience with very
young children, who can
provide 20 hours of babysitting
per week. We will provide
bedroom and bath in a private
suite. Babysitting would be one
hour each morning and 2-3
hours late afternoon or early
evening. Hours can be flexible
around your school schedule.
If interested, please call 5618171 by December 15th. Room
available Jan. 1.
In-home child care needed for
3-month-old. Solon. 5-6 hours
per day- flexible. Call Julie at
542-0738.

FOR RENT

Student Employment. The Roommate needed for second
Holiday Inn Lakeside, located semester who likes to have a
at cast 12th and Lakeside good time but is reliable. 7
Avenue
in
downtown rrUnute drive from campus near
Cleveland, is seekjng part-time 271 & C ha gri n.
Clean,
Guest Service Representatives furnished 2 bathroom, 2
fur t!\ cnings and weekends. bedroom apartment. Call 595Must be friendly, outgoing, and 9163.
enjoy working with people.
Fir-xi ble
scheduling,
a 112 house upstairs. Two large
prufes~ional
working bedrooms. One bath. Living!
environment, and competitive dining room. Kitchen. 1/2
pay are but a few of the many garage. 3 mjnute walk to John
henefitswehavetooffer. Apply Carroll. Move in Dec. 1. $600
in person, no phone calls please. I month. Call 397-8726.
EOE.
Teacher I Coach: Agnon School
in Beachwood needs a Middle
s~ hool basketball coach
immediately. Instructor for after
sdwol basketball kills class for
young children also needed.
Call Julie at 464-4044 xl 35.

-

General Office Assistant:
Beachwood Medical Supply Co.
~ceb motivated part time
asso~iate to assist in general

MISCELLANEOUS

Cre<¥ine - 65.00 for 000
grams. $35.00 for 500 grams,
and much, much, more. Contact
Justin at 932-0223.
For sale: 1989 Pontiac Sunbird.
Good condition, reliable, 2-door,
4-cylinder, high mjJeage vehicle.
$1200 or best offer. Call now.
397-9920.

MallO us at

HOROSCOPES
AYl9ES (}Vlarch 21 to April 19)
9fsomething is bothering ljOU. this is the week to get it
off ljOIAY chest. Heart-to- heart talks are favorea. fdou
coula receive a surprise travel invitation from a friena
for the weekena.

<"lAUYlUS (April 20 to }Vlay 20)
'Those seeking to make a change, whether career-wtse
or in aomestic surrou naings, fina this a gooa week to
pursue leaas. jamiltj ana monetar1:1 interests are
highlightea later on. 'The weekena brings an important
realtzation.

(jE}Vl9.N9 (}Vlay 21 to <June 20)
fdou receive a valuable suggestio n from an agent or
aaviser this week. Couples enjotj fun activities with
chilaren later in the week. Singles meet with romantic
mtroauctions over the weekena.

CA.NCEn (<June 21 to 'July 22)
fdou hanale a home responsibilitlj earltj in the week .
[ater, tjOu'll be excitea about a new monetjmaking
propos ition. 'Talks with authoritlj figures prove
proauctive

£EO (<July 23 to August 22)
fdou coula be helping a chi/a out with a problem earl1:1 in
the week. Couples aeciae to share some qualittj time .
fdou're both aefinitelij on the same wavelength .

V9Yl(j0 (August 23 to September 22}

fJOu re s t concerned about somethmg ljOu hav:-:-e~n~----~
maae a aecision about. 9nformation ljOu receive help
ljOU with this miaweek. Home life is rewaraing over the
week en a.

£9rJYlA (September 23 to Oct. 22)
Some aeciae to take the kias on a special outing this
week to a museum or other cultural area. 9t's a
aelightful week for travel ana the enjoljment of leiswe.
Romance comes unexpectealtj.

Mone1:1 owea to ljOU finalltj is paia back. 9n general,
ljou're pleasea with the week 's important career
aevelopments .

SA(j9'l:Cf:14Yl9US (.Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
fdou aon 't make the progress ljOU thought ljOU woula
on a certain work project. However. there's a lovelij
accent on social interests . Couples enjolj exciting times
together this weekena.
-rhe Tooth Fairy only pays
for your teeth. Putting

Grandpa's under your pillow
won't

wond•

CAPYl9COYl.N (Dec. 22 to <]an. 19)
fdou finalltj get to the bottom of something which has
been troubling ljOU. (jetting some t.mfinishea projects
out of the walj will be a chief prioritlj so that !jOur
scheaule is c/earea for socializing this weekena.
Partljing will aominate the weekena , look out for
misplacea time.

AOUAYl9US (<January 20 to Jeb. ·18)
fdou express ljOurself with ease ana confiaence this
week. One of f:10ur frienas is being a real wet blanket.
so just ignore this person for now. Happiness is ijOurs
through hobbies, travel ana cultural pursuits this
weekena.

Earn Free Trips & Cash! Class
Travel needs students to

The Carroll News
20700 North Park Boulevard
University Heights, OH 441 18

I? SIIUE

SCOYlP90 (October 23 to .Nov. 21)

Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS!! Absolute best Spring
Break packages available!
Individuals,
student
organizations, or small groups
wanted!! Call Inter-Campus
Programs at 1-800-327-6013or
http:l/www.icpt.com.

Cl~fied ad.\ 0051 SJ.OO for the fmt ten wools and $.20 for each additional won:!. To place a
d~t•.silied ad. it must be typed or handwnnen dearly and legibly and sent to or dropped on;~
r ·am >II <'\1-S offoce with payment Oassifted ads will 00( run witllout pre-paymen!. 0~.~
•<>II••• 1:.: talcon over the phone. 'The deadline for dassifled ads is noon of tile Monday prior tc
Jk•hlk'ill.lft.

For \U RlltK and lnfOmwioll
Hu..;lll..,: (~101 "197-4398
I" Data: (~lf>l:l'n·l729
t...11t 11llnfo: (2 6) 397-1711

Hunger Awareness Week November 17th to 21st. Skjp a
Meal on Saturday, November
15th. Hunger Banquet on
Monday, November 17th at
6pm. Fast November 18-19,
Tuesday 12pm - Wednesday
6pm. Meal - Faculty Dining
Room6pm. PrayerService5:30,
St. Francis Chapel. Pennywar
between Residence Halls all
week!

The Carroll News, November 6, 1997

"Can you give me a blush in
your cheeks to match this

shade of pink?·

(Jebruar~ 19 to }Vlarch 20)
Shrewa thinking is !jOUr a/ltj in business this week.
Despite a minor setback, ljOU ultimateltj succeea. 'Trlj
to staestep a quarrel with a aiscontentea relative this
weekeha.

P9SCES

